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Abstract
Currently, with the depletion of fossil fuel, the energy transition to
renewable energy sources is inevitable. More and more cities are going
through this transition. This also accounts for Parkstad Limburg, which is
an alliance of eight municipalities in the province of Limburg. In Parkstad
Limburg Energietransitie (PALET), an ambition document, they express
their desire to become energy neutral by 2040. Part of this ambition is to
implement 65 hectares of PV-parks in Brunssum by 2040.
Sijmons (2014) claims, among others, that this energy transition will cause
a drastic change in the landscape. According to Wustenhagen et al. (2007),
Zoellner et al. (2008) and Chiabrando et al. (2009), the visual impact of PVparks on the landscape is a barrier at a local scale. Scognamiglio (2015)
links the visual impact indicators with the design elements of a PV-park,
however it has not been researched what these design elements should
look like according to stakeholders in order to minimize the negative visual
impact. Therefore, research is done on what design principles are socially
acceptable for implementing PV-parks, as well as, what local inhabitants’
visual preferences are on the appearance and siting of PV-parks.
The research question on siting of PV-parks resulted in a conclusive
map with the potential areas for implementing PV-parks. The site of the
slagheap is chosen to workout in the design phase. With the help of the
design principles on the appearance of PV-parks, this site is transformed
into a sustainable energy landscape that meets the energy ambition of
PALET.

Key words:
Sustainable Energy Landscape (SEL); Solar Park; PV-park; Preferences;
Social Acceptance; Design principles; Visual Impact
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1

RESEARCH
STRATEGY
This chapter consists of three sections. The first section cobtains the
general introduction for the research background, concerned problem
and the significance for the thesis study, as well as the research
questions. The second section focuses on the description of the related
theories, namely social acceptance, technological requirements and
environmental impact. The third section is mainly about the description
of the research methods used for the report, namely literature review,
research through design (Rtd), expert meeting, landscape analysis and
questionnaire.
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1.1

Introduction

Currently, with the depletion of fossil fuel, the energy
transition to renewable energy sources is inevitable. More
and more cities are going through this transition. The
exploration of solar energy plays a very important role
in this transition process, especially for a decentralized
energy system. However, due to the trade-off relation
to other ecosystem services, the simplex of using
renewable energy sources to generate energy is not
sustainable. Thus, how to develop the real sustainable
energy landscape is a big dilemma to promote energy
transition. In fact, there are already many attempts
to overcome this dilemma, such as Parkstad Limburg
Energie Transitie (PALET) with the ambition to reduce
75% CO2 emission in 2040 compared to 1990.

1.1.1

Problem context

ENERGY TRANSITION
The energy transition is generally defined as a longterm structural change in energy systems (World Energy
Council, 2014). This is not a new phenomenon and has
occurred in the past as well, such as the transformation
from wood to coal. This energy transition was needed,
due to the expansion of cities and the deforestation
around it, causing the prices of wood to increase
significantly (Rhodes, 2007). The situation nowadays is
more complex.
The world needs to move away from fossil fuels and
engage in a radical and rapid energy transition for
various reasons. First of all, we are exploiting the
planet’s natural resources, which means that soon
the world is running out of fossil fuels (Höök & Tang,
2013). Secondly, conflicts about fossil fuels are causing
geopolitical instability. The third and probably most

urgent motif is that radical and rapid energy transition
is needed to mitigate climate change (Sijmons, 2014).
This has led to the Kyoto Protocol, which is an
international treaty and has agreements that oblige
countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The
EU and the G8, the leading advanced economies in the
world, agreed to reduce at least 80% of CO2 emissions
by 2050 compared to 1990 (European Commission,
2011).
Experts claim that the global demand for energy over
the 21st century is expected to double, requiring growth
in renewable energy production to meet demands
(Lewis & Nocera, 2006). [or (Minelli et al., 2014).]
The ambition to implement renewable energies in the
landscape is high on the policy agenda in countries
around the world. Several governments, such as
the C40 network of the world’s megacities, have set
ambitious targets in order to reducing both greenhouse
gas emissions and climate risks. The European energy
policies are directing towards implementing photovoltaic
systems, within the exploitation of renewable energies
(Chiabrando, Fabrizio & Garnero, 2009).
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY LANDSCAPES
It is important to understand the difference between
‘renewable’ and ‘sustainable’. The English Oxford
dictionary states the following definition of renewable
energy: “Energy from a source that is not depleted when
used, such as wind or solar power.” In the past decades,
unfortunately, there have been lots of projects where
renewable energy is generated, but as a trade-off for
other ecosystem services, and therefore harmful for the
environment, thus not sustainable.
Therefore, Stremke (2015), defines sustainable energy
landscapes as:
“A physical environment that can evolve on the basis
of locally available renewable energy sources without

Figure 1 Conceptual model for planning and design of SEL (Stremke, 2015)
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compromising landscape quality, biodiversity, food
production, and other life-supporting ecosystem services.”

The conceptual framework for planning and design of
sustainable energy landscapes is visualized in Figure
1. This model contains four sustainability dimensions:
environmental criteria, such as the preservation of
other ecosystem services; socio-cultural criteria, such
as an attractive landscape; economical criteria, such as
access to affordable energy; and (sustainable) technical
criteria, such as the usage of renewable energy sources.
In the middle of the four quadrants is a circle containing
the minimum technical criteria, which is needed for this
type of sustainable energy landscape. When designing
a sustainable energy landscape lots of trade-offs and
synergies of these domains and its criteria’s will be
created, which is visualized in a flexible dashed line as
an offset of the minimum technical criteria (Stremke,
2013).
As the implementation of renewable energies in the
landscape across the world is increasing, it has been
recognized that the social acceptance often plays an
important role as a powerful barrier to the achievement
of renewable energy targets (Wüstenhagen, Wolsink &
Bürer, 2007). There is a remarkable difference in the
support for renewable energy policies between the
general level and local level. At the general level residents
support the renewable energy policies, however on the
local level residents feel that the implementation of a
renewable energy system may limit their quality of life.
Possibly the alternation of the landscape or generated
noise, are arguments to oppose (Zoellner, SchweizerRies & Wemheuer, 2008). However, Sijmons (2013)

Figure 2 Location of Parkstad Limburg in the Netherlands
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claims that people tend to resist change in their spatial
environment, because they are used to a stable daily
environment and this is related to one’s well being.
The use of renewable energy system, and in particular
PV-parks, makes new energy oriented land uses and
landscape alternations visible, because they are close to
the places where people live in contrast to traditional
fossil fuels (Scognamiglio, 2015). This leads to a drastic
change in their landscape, which is filled with values,
meanings, symbols, memories and emotions (Sijmons,
2014).
By the nature of this modest research, the main focus
will be set on the blue marked social-cultural domain,
which includes the visual impact of landscape experience
within community acceptance, see Figure 1.

PALET
Parkstad Limburg (Figure 2), an alliance of eight
municipalities in the province of Limburg, also has the
ambition to become energy neutral. In Parkstad Limburg
Energietransitie (PALET), an ambition document, they
express their desire to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions according to the Kyoto Protocol (2007) by
at least 75% CO2 emission in 2040 compared to 1990
(PALET 2.0, 2015).
They formulated their ambitions on the scientific basis
of the Trias Energetica concept, which is developed by
the University of Technology in Delft and is considered
to make sustainable energy systems efficient. Figure 3
illustrates this concept, consisting of three strategies,
including: “Use sustainable sources of energy instead of

Figure 3 Trias Energetica Concept (Lysen, 1996)

Figure 4 Integral scenario for solar energy (PALET, 2014)

Figure 5 Potential energy generation in Parkstad Limburg (PALET, 2014)
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finite fossil fuels.” (PALET 3.0, 2016, p.463). In accordance
with this strategy, PALET decided to focus, among other
renewables, on solar energy (Figure 4 and Figure 5).
The consortium made two types of scenarios. The first is
a technical scenario, where they only take into account
what the physical constraints are for this renewable
energy, such as the orientation of solar panels, in order
to see what is possible. The second one is an integral,
spatially realistic scenario, where soft constraints, such as
a protected national landscape by government policies,
are taken into account. This scenario is leaving a smaller
area open for potential renewable energies, in order to
see what is desirable. Figure 4 illustrates the integral
scenario for implementing solar energy in Parkstad
Limburg. They divided solar energy generation into four
types that consist of 1) photovoltaics on rooftops and
infrastructure; 2) photovoltaics land-based; 3) asphalt
collectors; and 4) solar collectors (PALET, 2014).

Figure 6 Location of Brunssum in Parkstad Limburg

Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert sunlight into electricity
and the total of panels on a site (Figure 7) forms a PVsystem (MacKay, 2009). The design of a PV-system is
generally the same: big square sized space where the
cost should be kept as low as possible (Scognamiglio,
2016). In this thesis the definition of a PV-park is a PVsystem that meets the demands of a Sustainable Energy
Landscape, described by Stremke (2015).
Brunssum is one of the municipalities where Parkstad
Limburg wants to realise PV-parks. Figure 6 showing
the location of Brunssum. The ambition is to realise
65 hectares of land based photovoltaics by 2040, in
Brunssum. The municipality has conducted a strategic
analysis of all the municipal land that has the potential
to be exploited as PV-parks. The municipality also states
that there needs to be sufficient support amongst the
local inhabitants of Brunssum (PALET 3.0, 2016).
According to Pasqualetti (2011), people tend to have
more faith in solar energy than wind- or geothermal
energy. They appreciate that it is 1) unlimited and clean;
2) produces neither greenhouse gases nor long-term
waste; 3) unnecessary to cool the PV-panels with water;
and that the generation of solar energy produces little
or no noise.

Figure 7 From PV-Cell to PV-System
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1.1.2

Problem statement

The municipality of Brunssum is facing challenges in
gaining community support to implement a PV-park
in the landscape of Brunssum. In 2014, a proposal to
implement a PV-park was rejected, as local inhabitants
revolted (1Limburg, 2014). Yet, no research has been
dedicated to investigating why the community of
Brunssum was against the PV-park, but it is assumed that
they disliked the aesthetic components of the PV-parks
as well as the location where the municipality intended
to implement the park. This speculation seems credible,
as scientific research shows the public acceptance of
dedicated sites and their visual disturbance have been
acknowledged as important local resistance factors
(Scognamiglio, 2015). Nonetheless, it is unknown what
the actual reasons were why the community did not
support this project.
Sijmons (2014) claims, among others, that this energy
transition will cause a drastic change in the landscape.
According to Wustenhagen et al. (2007), Zoellner et al.
(2008) and Chiabrando et al. (2009), the visual impact of
PV-parks on the landscape is a barrier at a local scale.
Scognamiglio (2015) links the visual impact indicators
with the design elements of a PV-park, however it has
not been researched what these design elements should
look like according to stakeholders in order to minimize
the negative visual impact.
Hence, research is needed on what design principles are
socially acceptable for implementing PV-parks, as well
as, what local inhabitants’ visual preferences are on the
appearance and siting of PV-parks.

1.1.3

Objective and RQ’s

The objective of this research is to design a PV-park
in Brunssum that is accepted by the community, yet
feasible to realise. The main research question reads as
follows:
“What do scientific literature, experts and the
community say about siting and appearance of
PV-parks and how could this subsequently lead to
an optimal design for implementing 65 hectares of
PV-parks as a sustainable energy landscape in
Brunssum?”

The following three sub-questions guide the research:
1. What are the most socially accepted design principles
for implementing PV-parks, based on scientific literature,
expert insights and stakeholders’ preferences?
2. What are potential sites for implementing PV-parks
in Brunssum, based on scientific literature, landscape
analysis, expert insights and stakeholders’ preferences?
The answers to sub-questions 1 and 2 will subsequently
lead to sufficient knowledge to be able to answer the
following design question:
3. How can the ambition of PALET, to implement 65
hectares of PV-parks, be realized as a sustainable energy
landscape in Brunssum?
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1.1.4 Significance
This thesis is an example how an unconventional
design approach of a PV-park can combine generation
of electricity with the provision of ecosystem services,
such as the landscape experience and the support of
biodiversity.
This study is of academic relevance, by developing
knowledge on the community acceptance towards PVparks, and more specific, the preferences of different
stakeholders concerning the siting and appearance of
PV-parks.
The current problem of implementing PV-parks has
nothing to do with technical complications, but with the
social acceptance of these projects. The findings of this
research on the preferences of local inhabitants on siting
and the appearance of PV-parks will increase the level of
social support and therefore is of social relevance.
The energy transition from fossil fuels towards
renewable energies is inevitable (Sijmons, 2014). This
transition will alter the landscape, and hence should
be done with care. This thesis will generate socially
supported design principles for PV-parks and as a result
contribute to the landscape architectural relevance.
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1.2

Theoretical framework

Generally, there are three theories based for this
thesis, namely 1) social acceptance, 2) technological
requirements, and 3) environmental impact. Specifically
for social acceptance, the dimension of community
acceptance is based on the latter design practice through
considering the opinions of locals. As for technological
requirements, how to fulfill the technological placing
demand for solar PV with the consideration of social
acceptance will be reflected in the research and design
process. In addition, the environmental impact, in
particular the visual impact, is also taken into account to
establish the design principles.

1.2.1

Social acceptance

The past decades, countries have put the support of
renewable and sustainable energy resources high on
the political agenda. Several countries have started to
implement support schemes which aimed at facilitating
market implementation. Although, countries have been
quite successful, there is one factor which should be
taken into account: social acceptance. These days,
several regions are already facing local resistance
towards new wind energy projects, and there are
ongoing debates on local and sometimes even on
national levels (Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, & Bürer, 2007) .
In the eighties, the starting point of the policy programs
of renewable and sustainable energy, social acceptance
has not been included in the implementation plans.
This was mainly the result of surveys conducted by
energy companies, authorities, and private local
investors. These surveys revealed high levels of support
for the technology of renewable energy. More indepth investigations followed which would lead to the
conditions needed for an effective support for wind
power (Carlman, 1982)
At that time the results were treated as ‘non-technical’
factors. However, these studies already revealed
that neither public support, nor support from crucial
stakeholders at varying scale-levels could be taken for
granted. It would not last long before researches would
start to study the matter of public, political and regulatory
acceptance. Most of the studies focused on the lack of
support among key stakeholders, lack of consistence
and effective policies, and the shortage in knowledge
about the origin of public attitudes towards wind power
schemes. Most particularly, from the starting point the
significance of landscape issues in wind power schemes
has been underrated. Moreover, questions were raised
about the social foundation of the renewable energy.
‘Would the installations of the renewables decentralise
power? And, ‘What are the options for private ownership

of the renewables?’ An answer to these question was
urgent in the near future (McDaniel, 1983).
Afterall, due to the general public support for sustainable
energy not much attention has been paid to the issue of
social acceptance during the 1990s. However, there are
several aspects which influences the debate concerning
the social acceptance of renewable and sustainable
energy. Firstly, some renewable energy plants can be
implemented small scale which makes it an individual
decision and investment. In this way citizens would
decide where the renewables would be sited. Secondly,
the visual impact of the renewable energy is bigger than
the conventional energy which raises the ‘not in my
backyard’ issue. This is because fossil or nuclear energy
extractions happens most of the times below the earth’s
surface. Afterall, wind turbines or photovoltaic parks
change landscape views and directly affects the everyday
life of the citizens. Moreover, PV-parks and wind turbines
are more likely to be sited near or in an urban area than
nuclear energy radiators. Lastly, implementing new
sources of energy carries along high costs, while the
benefits will only be visible in the long run. Nowadays,
a lot of research is performed on the subject of social
acceptance in the renewable energy sector. Research on
this is now widespread all over the world, with varieties
in research methods and data resources. The special
issues are focusing on experiences with renewable
energy technologies (Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, & Bürer,
2007) .
Social acceptance can be separated into three
dimensions: socio- political acceptance, community
acceptance and market acceptance (Figure 8). These
three dimensions are needed in order to understand
the reason for neglecting social acceptance for years.
Besides, these dimensions will also give insight in the
differences of social acceptance on global and on local
level.

Figure 8 Triangle model of social acceptance (Wustenhagen, 2007)
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1: Socio-political acceptance, which is the most general
dimension and is playing a role at a larger scale, such
as the acceptance of both technologies and policies.
Discussing renewable policies in order to create and
foster market- and community acceptance.
2: Market acceptance, which is playing a role at a meso
scale between national politics and local communities,
involving consumers and investors.
3: Community acceptance, which is playing a role at a
local scale, such as the acceptance of specific projects by
potentially affected populations, key local stakeholders
and local authorities.
Many surveys, brought out by researches, show that the
broad majority of people tend to agree with the idea
of public support for renewables. This is even the case
in countries where the government is not supportive
of renewable energy. As stated above, this leads to
incomplete conclusions about the social acceptance of
renewables by the public. Just as the support policies
towards technologies and investment programs for
renewables is moving from global to local level, one has
to acknowledge that this is problematic. Concluding,
many of the barriers for achieving successful projects
at the implementation level can be considered as
a manifestation of lack of community acceptance
(Wüstenhagen, Wolsink, & Bürer, 2007).

1.2.2

Technological Requirements

A photovoltaic (PV) cell converts energy from light into
electricity through a principle called the photovoltaic
effect. Light that hits a PV cell can be reflected, absorbed
or pass through, where only the light that is absorbed
will generate electricity in the cell. The photovoltaic
technology used to be a costly source of power for the
space industry, but today it is an affordable source of
power for domestic homes and industry. Photovoltaic
systems are steadily becoming present as a major power
resource, and since it is affordable and reliable, it brings
a promise of a greener future for the next generation.
The photovoltaic modules are highly reliable and safe,
with almost no failure rates and a lifespan of 20- 30
years (MacKay, 2009).
The current design of a PV-system is generally the same:
big square sized space, surrounded with a fence, where
the cost should be kept as low as possible (Scognamiglio,
2016).
In order to make a transition from this conventional
design into an inclusive design it is neccesary to know
what the fixed and variable attributes of a PV-park
18

are. For example, the most efficient orientation of
solar panels stay the same, while others attributes
such as the mounting system is a variable. In the
literature review on the technological requirements,
see chapter 2.1.1.2, a list of fixed attributes and variable
attributes is displayed. This forms the basis of a deeper
understanding of the technological possibilities for
PV-parks and makes it possible to design and test the
preferences of stakeholders on certain appearance
features in order to obtain social acceptance.

1.2.3

Environmental Impact

It is important to perform a study of the possible
effects on the environment of a new renewable energy
project, such as implementing a PV-park. The current
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) regulations do
not make a reference to PV-parks, but this should not
be reason to automatically decide that an EIA is not
required (BRE National Solar Centre, n.d.). The purpose
of the EIA is to ensure that decision makers consider the
environmental impacts when deciding whether or not
to proceed with a project (International Association for
Impact Assessment, 1999). In the following paragraphs
different aspects of the EIA are discussed.
LAND USE
Different authors measure the environmental impacts
of photovoltaic power generation differently. One
common measure involves land use, as the impacts and
the modification on the landscape during construction
activities of PV-parks are significant. For example, earth
and transportation movements affect the alternation
of the landscape. On top of that, the land that was
cultivable land could be damaged, which could result in
a reduction of potentially cultivable land (Chiabrando,
Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009; Tsoutsos, Frantzeskaki, &
Gekas, 2005). Thus, literature suggests that if the site
of a PV-park is identified, the land is first assessed with
regard to the quality of the soil.
FRAGMENTATION OF THE COUNTRYSIDE
Besides the loss of cultivable land, a PV system may
also cause potential loss to the identity elements
that are typical of a countryside, which is referred to
fragmentation. Fragmentation has a negative effect on
biodiversity, which means that during the construction
phase fragmentation needs to be avoided as much
as possible. As a matter of fact, during construction,
interferences with flora and fauna always needs to
be taken into consideration. For example, existing
vegetation can be degraded or removed, which could
consequently lead to plant degradation (Chiabrando,
Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009; Tsoutsos, Frantzeskaki, &
Gekas, 2005).

MICROCLIMATE
In addition, the microclimate change needs to be taken
into consideration. A PV-module can reach temperatures
equal to 70 degrees Celsius. Such high temperatures
can result in discomfort, which means that PV-modules
require proper ventilation (Chiabrando, Fabrizio, &
Garnero, 2009).
NOISE
During the implementation of a PV-park, just like other
technical installations, there will be little noise (Tsoutsos,
Frantzeskaki, & Gekas, 2005). The generation of solar
energy produces little or no noise (Pasqualetti, 2011).
GLARE
Next to increasing temperatures and noise, PV-modules
can produce glare, which refers to the temporary loss
of vision or reduction in the ability to see. The glare
of PV-modules is insignificant, but if the module is
positioned on a slope, glare is an issue of consideration
(Chiabrando, Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009).
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Just like other technical installations operating in medium
voltage, a PV-park can generate an electromagnetic
field. In order to decrease the intensity of the generated
magnetic fields, literature suggests burying the
transmission cables under the ground (Chiabrando,
Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009). Normal operating PV-parks
do not pose a risk to public health, but in the case of CIS
and CdTe-modules it might be a risk. The latter produce
small quantities of toxic substances, which could
potentially release small amounts of chemicals into the
environment in case of a fire (Tsoutsos, Frantzeskaki, &
Gekas, 2005).
VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact is critical to take into account, which
means that it needs to be established to what extent
the PV-system affects the perception of the landscape.
The visual impact is seen as having the largest
impact towards the acceptance of the community. In
contrast to the case of wind turbines’ visual impact,
standardized assessment to measure the visual impact
of photovoltaics is lacking in literature and practice
(Chiabrando, Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009; Chiabrando et
al, 2011; IEA, 1995; Minelli et al, 2014).
Further elaboration on the visual impact is done in
the literature review. The conclusions are used to
create design principles, which forms the basis of the
questionnaire.
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1.3

Methods

In this part the methods are discussed and visualized in
a flowchart (Figure 9). All research and design questions
are explained in an overview table, containing the used
methods and techniques, the materials to be used, the
expected results and deliverables (see chapter 1.3.6).
Multiple methods per question are used, in order to
increase the validity of the research by triangulation of
sources.
The scheme starts with my prior knowledge, gained
through education, experience, theoretical lens and
knowledge claim. These factors form the core of my view
on the start of the problem orientation and will lead to
the knowledge gap and research questions. The three
sub-topics are: Community acceptance, Appearance
and Siting of PV-parks. Using the answers from the
research questions it should be possible to synthesize
these outcomes and transform it into the design of 65
hectares of PV-parks.
This is an iterative process, switching back and forth from
research to design, because doing research informs on
what and how to design, however designing helps to
understand which parts should be further investigated.
In the design phase, the data, conclusions, design
principles and drawings from all research questions will
be synthesized into a design. 65 hectares of PV- parks
should be included, along with the socially accepted
design principles. An expert meeting helps to evaluate
the design, in order to come up with the ultimate design.
The design outcome will be tested in the end among
stakeholders.

1.3.1

Literature review

The literature review on visual impact and social
acceptance of PV-parks has been conducted. The aim
of this research is to get hold on which physical and
psychological attributes are related to the preferences
of PV-parks. In this case, it is appropriate to understand
which attributes are important in the eye of the observer
i.e. the local resident. The literature has been sufficient in
providing background information on social acceptance,
visual impact and the link to design elements. A Scopus
search for literature has been executed with the
following key words:
“Photovoltaic*” OR PV OR Solar AND Landscape OR Park
AND Preference* OR “Public perception” OR “Visual
Impact” OR “*Esthetic Impact”
And “Social Acceptance” OR “Community Acceptance”
The Scopus search found 159 sources, of which 15
were selected on relevance by reading the abstracts,
ranging from 1996-2016. In addition, around 18 articles
have been added through snowballing. The sources
have been summarized and organized accordingly in
the literature review. Strikingly, sufficient resources
were available about the social acceptance of PV-parks.
However, preferences on appearance and siting of PVparks has been underexposed by literature. Therefore,
professional articles have been used which provides
design possibilities for implementing PV parks in the
landscape. In addition, a questionnaire has been
executed to test the preferences of stakeholders on the
appearance and siting of PV-parks in Brunssum.

1.3.2

Research Through Design

First the definition of Research through Design (Rtd)
will be explained. The term ‘research’ is related to
the question driven and rigorous academic research,
while ‘designing’ is a process of forming objects or
spaces (Lenzholzer et al 2013). Generally there are four
types of Rtd, which are the (Post)positivist ‘research
through designing’, the constructivist ‘research through
designing’, the advocacy/participatory ‘research through
designing’, and the Pragmatic ‘research through
designing’ (Lenzholzer et al 2013).
Specifically for the thesis, the method of (Post)positivist
‘research through designing’ is used to collect the
site spatial data and information. The constructivist
‘research through designing’ is applied to come up with
the design principles considering social acceptance and
environmental impact, through creative and aesthetic
design
appearance.
The
advocacy/participatory
‘research through designing’ is taking advantage
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Figure 9 Flowchart
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through questionnaires and expert meetings, to focus
on the real requirements of the local people. With the
support of these three types of Rtd, the Pragmatic
‘research through designing’ is applied as the method
to implement for the design practice to explore the
realistic and creative design for sustainable solar energy
landscape (Lenzholzer, Duchhart & Koh, 2013).
LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS
The term of landscape analysis refers to the process of
describing and interpreting the landscape ecology of
an area. Landscape analysis focuses on the definition,
description and classification of natural and human
resources, patches and landscape networks (Bradley &
Hammond, 1992). According to this definition, it can be
classified as (Post)positivist ‘research through designing’.
Specifically for the thesis study, landscape analysis is
applied to understand the landscape ecology of the study
area, such as relief and heights, green structure, energy
potentials and occupation networks. These analysis are
a combination of desk studies, where different maps
were studied, and site visits to understand the area.
EXPERT MEETINGS
Generally the expert meetings are used as a specific
method for the advocacy/participatory Rtd, in order
to get the opinions from the relevant experts. Every
municipality in Parkstad Limburg has one representative
that deals with the energy transition. They organize
expert meetings or the so called “broedkameroverleg”
on a regular basis, where they invite other experts to
inform, discuss and plan, for implementing different
renewable energies. This thesis and its findings brought
a contribution to these meetings, and in return I got
feedback from the experts with different backgrounds
and concerns, which ultimately improves the validity of
the research.
QUESTIONNAIRE
Generally the questionnaire is applied as a specific
method for the advocacy/participatory Research through
design, because design is needed to construct the
questionnaire. The goal of this image-based quantitative
questionnaire is to understand what the preferences of
stakeholders are on siting and appearance of PV-parks.
Sampling strategy
the questionnaire is conducted on 65 inhabitants of
Brunssum and on 10 people of the PALET expert group.
The data collection on the inhabitants of Brunssum is
done on Sunday, 23rd of April, by two people wearing
Wageningen University sweaters. Beforehand, two
different neighbourhoods were chosen, based on
different house prices (i.e. regular vs expensive; online
source: funda.nl) and location (i.e. urban vs city edge).
Individually the interviewer walked door by door to ask
if they wanted to fill in the questionnaire. After a couple
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of hours the questionnaires were picked up at their
homes.
Instrument design
The questionnaire exists of four main parts: appearance
(SQ2), site (SQ3), attitude and socio-demographic
questions. The first two parts are visual and tested via
in Photoshop manipulated photographs, which has to
be rated on a scale of 1 to 10. This scale is chosen for its
widely use in the Netherlands. It takes approximately 10
to 15 minutes to fill in the questionnaire.
To support validity of responses, each respondent is
asked to fill in the (Dutch) questionnaire as if they are
co-investors, thus profit less or more depending on the
efficiency of the alternatives. In this way, respondents
will balance factors, such as costs, electricity yield,
nature development, and aesthetics in a realistic way to
their own preferences.
Each respondent ended the questionnaire with sociodemographic questions and a list of statements to
answer, where it becomes clear on general level
what kind of person it is. The answers to the sociodemographic questions make it possible for me to
compare the respondents to the total population of
Brunssum, and therefore test the validity of response.
Questionnaire pre-tests
In order to create a well understandable questionnaire,
four pre-test have been done. The first one was among
landscape architecture students. The second one was in
an expert meeting with the PALET group. The third one
was a meeting with Drs. Frans Schurer, senior advisor in
research and statistics. And the final test was conducted
at home with family. These pre-tests developed the
questionnaire in terms of understandable question
formulation, corresponding images and had influence
on the length of time a questionnaire takes to fill in and
the sampling strategy.
The outcome is visualized in explanatory bar charts,
which shows the preferences of stakeholders on the
siting and appearance of PV-parks and give conclusive
design guidelines for implementing PV-parks.
The questionnaire is added in the appendices.

Figure 10 Overview
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2

APPEARANCE
OF
PV-PARKS

What?
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Sub question 1:
What are the most socially accepted design principles for
implementing PV-parks, based on scientific literature,
expert insights and stakeholders’ preferences?
In this chapter, there are mainly three results presented.
The first section is the result of literature review about
technological requirements, community acceptance and
visual impact. The second section is the representation
of design principles extended from the literature review
of visual impact. The third section shows the results of
questionnaires. After that, a brief conclusion for this
chapter to summarize the results is presented.

1. Research Strategy

2.1

Literature review

In the literature review on the technological
requirements, see chapter 2.1.1.2, a list of fixed
attributes and variable attributes is displayed. This form
the basis of a deeper understanding of the technological
possibilities for PV-parks and makes it possible to
design and test the preferences of stakeholders on
certain appearance features in order to obtain social
acceptance.

2.1.1

Technological Requirements

The process of using sunlight to generate electricity in
solid material was discovered in 1839. However, the
fact that certain materials can convert energy from light
into electricity became clear a century later. In 1958, the
U.S. Vanguard space satellite was equipped with a few
photovoltaic cells to power its radio. Because the cells
worked so well, space scientists saw great potential in
using photovoltaic power for future space missions,
which it has been ever since. Another source, the
transistor industry, helped in developing the solar cell
technology. Photovoltaic cells and transistors consist
of similar materials and are similar in their workings
(National Renewable Energy Labaratory, 2005).
Combining PV cells into a ready system
The photovoltaic (PV) cells are semiconductors that
create direct current (DC) from sunlight. When the
cells are connected to each other, they form a module,
in which 36 cells is the standard. To protect the cells
from the environment, they are baked with tempered
glass on the front and waterproof material on the back.
Waterproof sealing on the edges completely protects the
module and an aluminum frame makes it a mountable
unit. The junction box and wires are on the backside of
the module. One or several modules connected to each
other make up a panel that can be installed already.
Photovoltaic panels are designed in a way that they can
be easily connected or disconnected to other panels in
a solar panel park, to allow growth of the park as the
needs change. Panels of several manufacturers can be
mixed together as long as the modules have a voltage
output with a difference less than 1,0 volt. If several
modules are connected to each other, they can make
up a string or an array. “Array” is a name for any number
of modules and panels that is a complete powergenerating unit. A system is the complete setup of all
arrays connected together, see Figure 11

Figure 11 From PV-Cell to PV-System
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There are mainly three commercial technologies for
photovoltaic modules today:

voltage, three-phase step up transformers of minimum
10 kV.

Monocrystalline PV is the oldest technology, and the
most expensive one (Figure 12). It is mostly used in the
space industry since it has the most efficient sunlight
conversion technology. The module efficiency of regular
modules is around 14-18 %.

To maximize efficiency, solar power plants can
incorporate so called power point trackers to keep
each solar array string close to its peak power point.
The two main alternatives for configuring conversion
are centralized- and string converters. One also has
individual and micro inverters for use in some cases.
Single inverters will optimize each panel’s output, while
multiple inverters will limit loss of output if an inverter
fails, and thus increase reliability.

Figure 12 Monocrystalline module and cell

Polycrystalline PV has a lower conversion efficiency
and costs less to manufacture (Figure 13). The module
efficiency of regular modules is around 12- 14 %.

Figure 13 Polycrystalline module and cell

Amorphous or thin film PV are vaporized silicon
material on stainless steel or glass (Figure 14). This
method is the cheapest solution and regular modules
have a module efficiency of around 5- 6 %.

Figure 14 Thin film module and cell

Development of PV cells
The development of the PV-technology goes in a rapid
pace (Figure 16), therefore it is important to keep track
of the latest technologies in terms of efficiency and
manufacturing prices, as they can influence the ultimate
decision for the type of implemented PV.
Power conversion
The power produced from a solar array is direct current
(DC). For this power to enter the grid, it needs to be
converted to alternating current (AC) through an inverter
(Figure 15). The connection to the grid is through high
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Centralized inverters
These inverters have high capacity; typically around 1
MW and can cover up to two hectares of solar arrays.
Solar parks with centralized inverters are usually
planned out as rectangular blocks, with the inverter
either in a corner or at the center of the block.
String inverters
These inverters have a significantly lower capacity than
the centralized inverter, typically around 10 kW. They
only condition the output of a single string of arrays,
which usually makes up a row or a whole array within
the solar power plant. The string inverters are useable
when parts of an array are exposed to different levels of
radiation, e.g. oriented differently.
Transformers
Inverters typically provide a power output around 480
voltages in alternating current (VAC). The main electricity
grid operates at a much higher voltage, up to hundreds
of thousands of volts. The point of the transformer is to
deliver a satisfactory output to the main electricity grid.
The lifespan of a transformer is usually 25- 75 years,
therefore it will not need replacing during the solar
power plant’s lifetime.
System performance
The performance of a solar power plant depends
on the climatic conditions, equipment and system
configuration. The energy input comes from global
irradiance in the plane of sunrays, a combination of
direct and diffuse radiation. What determines the
output of power is the conversion efficiency of the solar
cells. Many factors contribute to the loss between DC
output and AC power delivered to the electricity grid,
such as cable voltage drop, conversion efficiency, light
absorption loss and parasitic losses. To evaluate the
total value of the losses, the parameter “performance
ration” has been developed. The performance ratio
measures the AC power output as a proportion to the
total DC power output delivered theoretically by the
module under ambient climatic conditions. Today’s
solar power plants should have a performance ratio of
minimum 80%.

Ground mounted structures
The mounting systems of PV-modules can either be
fixed or able to rotate with the sun. Logically, the latter
is more expensive, but deliver 30% more electricity
(Sunpower, 2013). Another aspect of the mounting
system is the height of the modules. From the point of
the observer, people can look over, against, or under the
modules, creating another type of experience.
Most solar parks are free field power plants, meaning
they are ground mounted, with either a fixed tilt or
single / dual axis solar tracker. The tracking improves
performance, but is more expensive due to more
complicated installation and maintenance.
Fixed arrays
The fixed arrays are as its name indicates, fixed
in a permanent inclination, to provide an optimal
annual output. The modules face the equator with an
inclination angle lower than the latitude of the location.
The angle can be adjusted during installation depending
on topography, local climate and electricity prices, or to
favor morning or evening output. A variant of this system
exists, where the inclination angle can be adjusted for
optimal seasonal output. This system requires much
land area to reduce internal shading. The additional
power output one can acquire from this variant is
usually not high enough to justify the additional cost.

Dual axis trackers
Solar panels must be orientated perpendicular to the
sun’s rays at all times to ensure direct radiation onto the
panels. One way to achieve this is to use the dual axis
trackers. These two- axis trackers can track the sun’s
orbit throughout the year. These solutions also require
much area to reduce shading. The arrays need a more
complex mechanism than the fixed arrays to maintain
the angle at all times. The increase in output can reach
30%, but only in locations with much direct radiation.
In temperate climate there is more diffuse radiation
and overcast conditions, which lowers the increase in
output. Because of this, the dual axis trackers are mostly
seen in subtropical regions.
Single axis trackers
The third approach requires less land area, capital and
operating costs than the ones mentioned above. The
single axis tracker tracks the sun in only one dimension,
and is not adjusting to the seasons. The axis angle is
usually horizontal, aligned along the North- South axes.

Figure 15 Connection of PV modules to a grid (www.sma-america.com)

Figure 16 Photovoltaic cells development (National Resewable Energy Labaratory, 2015)
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2.1.2

Community acceptance

As stated in the theoretical framework (Chapter 1.2.2),
the community acceptance is the area within social
acceptance, where social debate around renewables
arises and develops. This dimension refers to
the acceptance of decisions and projects by local
stakeholders concerning renewable energy. Therefore
this community disapproval can function as a restrictive
factor in achieving PALET’s ambitious objectives of
implementing PV-parks (Figure 17).
Differences in general acceptance and resistance to
specific projects can be explained by multiple reasons,
such as NIMBYism, distributional justice, fairness, trust,
and visual impact.
At first, it is stated that people support renewable energy
as long it is not in their own backyard (NIMBYism).
However, some argue this is an over-simplification of
people’s actual motives (Wolsink, 2006). The opposite
effect has also been evinced, namely that people
being directly affect by specific projects experience a
decreasing opposition.
Time dimension is an important feature of community
acceptance. In general, every project follows a U-curve
of local acceptance (Figure 18). The start of a project is

associated with high acceptance and moves to relatively
low acceptance in the siting phase. When the project is
running, there is high acceptance again, which explains
the U-curve. This pattern is usually positive on average
(Gipe, 1995; Wolsink, 2007).
Distributional justice, procedural justice and trust in
information and intentions of investors and actors are
other factors influencing community acceptance that
should be taken into account. Distributional justice
concerns the share of costs and benefits and procedural
justice concerns an equal participation of all stakeholders
during the decision making process (Gross, 2007).
A community fairness framework is used to describe
the importance of a fair process regarding community
acceptance (Gross, 2007). In a wind farm pilot study
in Australia researchers used procedural justice
perceptions to evaluate fairness that clarified the
community perceptions of a consultation process. A key
research finding is that different sections of a community
are likely to be influenced by different aspects of justice,
namely by outcome fairness, outcome favourability and
process fairness. Based on these results, the framework
has been developed. Gross explains that perceived
unfair outcomes can result in protests, damaged
relationships and divided communities, especially when
those outcomes benefit some sections of the community
at the perceived expense of others.

Figure 17 Social resistance towards PV-Parks in Birmingham, UK (www.shropshirestar.com)
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Trust is a key factor in perceived process fairness
and damaged relationships. It is an issue on all siting
decisions because they are always loaded with risks
concerning the environment, the economy and on a
social level. The perceived fairness depends mostly on
how potential risks are defined, how information about
those risks is produced and how and by whom they
are managed (Owens, 2004). Particularly investors and
facility owners that are community outsiders can have
issues with trust in their aims, attitude and competence.
The ‘asymmetry principle’ explains that trust is fragile
because it is created slowly but can be destroyed rapidly
(Slovic, 1993). Therefore, openness of the process,
flexibility and an open mind of all actors are crucial to
succeed in a project.
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is a new technology
related to fossil power generation. Research of Huijts
showed that CCS related to social acceptance of
renewable energy innovation evinced the role of trust. A
distinction has been made between two views, namely
views of the citizens and views of the professionally
involved actors, such as government, industry and
NGOs. The professional actors prefer an in-depth
evaluation process, including discussions in multi-actor
working groups, and ending in a rather pro-CCS position.
The attitude in general of the citizens is slightly positive,
but their attitude towards storage nearby is slightly
negative. The general public has little knowledge about
CO2 –storage and surprisingly they have little desire
for more information. Therefore, trust is particularly
important in the professional actors. The general public
trusted the NGOs most and the industry least.
Concluding, trust in government, industry and NGOs
appeared to depend on perceived competence and
intentions, which are related to perceived similarity of
goals and thinking between trustee and trustor (Huijts,
2007).
Finally, Sijmons (2014) argues that people tend to resist
this change in their spatial environment, because they
are used to a stable daily environment and this is related
to one’s well being. In the case of the energy transition
towards renewable energies, this is even more
determining, because this landscape, which is filled with
values, meanings, symbols, memories and emotions,
will drastically change (Sijmons, 2014). This is related to
the attitudes of people towards new technologies and
has a strong interface with visual impact, which is seen
as having the largest impact towards the acceptance of
the community (IEA, 1995).

to mediate new technologies in her book “monster
objections” (Dutch: monster bezweringen). The author
refers to monsters, as this is how most people look
towards new technologies.
Exorcism
‘is a/ the very recognizable reaction where the monster
is banished completely and kept out of sight.’
Adaptation
‘is the strategy where the monster is adapted and made
more acceptable.’
Assimilation
‘is the strategy of gradually changing the cultural
categories under which rules one would call something
a monster.’
Embracement
‘is the flight forward and in blind admiration welcoming
the monster.’
In 2006-2007 the Chief Government Architect of the
Netherlands, Dirk Sijmons, tested these attitudes in
a research-through-design on the implementation of
wind turbines. This inspired Stremke (2013) to use these
attitudes as well, but now it is placed in the context of
PV-parks. In this research the attitude Assimilation is not
used as a design attitude, because this one is related to
gradual change in cultural views on new technologies,
and is therefore bound to a long process (Stremke,
2013).
These different attitudes; exorcism, adaptation and
embrace, create guidelines that can be implemented in
the design. For instance, when using the design attitude
of Exorcism, the PV-park is hidden for observers, creating
the opportunity for a more technical and dense design
than the attitude Embrace. In this case the PV-park is
visible and integrated into the landscape, which will
most likely result in a less dense design. In this research
different attitudes are translated into design principles
and tested on visual preferences among stakeholders.
In the PV-park designs, one or multiple attitudes are
used on different sites.

Based on the research of Tuan (1989) and Thayer (1989)
on the relation between people, landscape and new
technologies, Smits (2000) concludes four attitudes
Figure 18 Level of accceptance of wind energy, related to
the implementation phase (Gipe, 1995)..
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2.1.3

Visual impact

As mentioned in the theoretical framework, the visual
impact is critical to take into account, which means that
it needs to be established to what extent the PV-system
affects the perception of the landscape. The visual
impact is seen as having the largest impact towards the
acceptance of the community. In contrast to the case of
wind turbines’ visual impact, standardized assessment
to measure the visual impact of photovoltaics is lacking
in literature and practice (Chiabrando, Fabrizio, &
Garnero, 2009; Chiabrando et al, 2011; IEA, 1995; Minelli
et al, 2014).
Visual impact assessment can be applied by either
conducting an analysis of real photographic images
or visual simulations, or by identifying some visibility
indexes of the plant over a vast territory (Chiabrando,
Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2011).
Chiabrando et al (2011) demonstrated the first method,
by conducting an analysis of four photographic images.
They formulated four parameters that consist of the 1)
visibility of the plant; 2) color of the plant compared to
the immediate surrounding; 3) the shape of the plant;
and 4) concurrence of various forms and types of panels
in the same plant. They concluded that this method is
overall easily and quickly implemented, however they
also noticed that it is essential to obtain a good visual
simulation of the plant and that the analysis is affected
by the condition of the photograph.
Torres-Sibille et al. (2009) evaluated both the objective
impact and the subjective impact of solar power plants.
A questionnaire was conducted between impact
indicator results and public preference, because further
study on subjective judgments was recommended. The
combination of expert knowledge with public opinion is
a major step towards a holistic approach of visual impact
assessment. The main objective was to analyse the
subjective impact of different solar plants. They apply
the semantic differential method, which is a technique
used to analyse the affective meaning of people on
things. The ten semantic concepts used in this research
are described and illustrated in Figure 19. It is proven to
be more than useful to measure the overall impression
of an environment, such as car and other architectural
interiors. Although literature suggests its wider use
in landscape analysis, it is just performed in limited
amounts. In the performed research, pictures of the
semantic profiles of the landscape with the solar plant
and the initial landscape are compared and evaluated.
Every photograph was evaluated on 10 Likert scales,
each representing a different semantic concept, where
they answered if they agree with the statement (TorresSibille et al., 2009).
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Minelli et al (2014) conducted research into identifying
visibility indexes of the plant over a vast territory. They
investigated how the perceived size and shape of an
object become distorted depending on the point of the
observer. They developed a Visual Impact index, which
consists of the 1) human field of view; 2) perceived shape
and size of an object; 3) perceived size of an object; 4)
perceived size as a proportion of area of field of view;
5) combining multiple object at various distances; and
6) calculating perceived size of complex shapes. They
conclude that the method allowed for direct comparison
between sites and scenarios making it a useful tool for
landscape planners.
Concluded, the visual impact can be divided in objective
and subjective indicators. Objective indicators are
linked to observability and integration, or more specific
visibility, color, shape and concurrence (Chiabrando et
al., 2009; Scognamiglio, 2016; Torres-Sibille et al., 2009).
The subjective indicators are linked to the semantic
descriptions, described in Figure 19.

The link between these indicators to design elements,
according Scognamiglio (2016) is visualised in Figure 20.
This partially overlaps with BRE National Solar Centre
(n.d.), which formulated six design elements associated
with a PV-park which have the potential to influence the
visual impact: 1) gradient of the site and the surrounding
landform; 2) extent of the application site; 3) height and

layout of the panels; 4) colour of the panel’s surrounding
frames; 5) treatment of the ground below and between
the panels, such as to grow crops or to graze livestock;
and 6) perimeter fencing.
In the next chapter these design elements will be tested
and converted into design principles, to be used in the
questionnaire.

Concept

Description

Pleasantness
Complexity
Coherence
Openness
Affection
Originality
Naturalness
Liveliness
Stimulation
Degree of protection

The degree of pleasantness, beauty and security which the individual experiences in the environment together
The environment’s diversity
How well the various components in the environment seem to fit and function together
The openness and degree of demarcation of the space
An age as well as a feeling of the old genuine
The unuasual and surprising in the environment
The environment’s authenticity, often connoted to elements of flora and fauna
Thre degree of life-emanation of the environment
The degree of stimulation, suggestion and interest which the individual experiences in the environment
The degree of protection attributed to the environment
Figure 19 The semantic concepts and their descriptions by Torres-Sibille
et al. (2009), adapted from Karlsson et al. (2003) and Kuler (1991)

Figure 20 Relations between visual impact and main elements for
designing PV-parks, adapted from Scognamiglio (2016)
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Overall Design Elements

2.2

Design Principles

The literature review on the visual impact (Chapter
2.1.3) illustrates the relation between the visual impact
indicators and the main design elements (Figure 20).
However, it is unknown what the people’s preferences
are on these design elements. In this chapter the list of
design elements relevant for the potential observer of
the PV-park is reorganized and complemented (Figure
22, Figure 21 and Figure 23). A distinction is made
between appearance and siting of PV-parks. The siting
of PV-parks will be discussed in chapter 2.2.

Figure 23 illustrates the specific design elements of a
common PV-park, as seen from the observer. There is
a road, accessible by the public, where people could
walk, cycle and or drive. This is the point from where
the observer experiences the PV-park, consisting of a
transition zone and a patch. According to the literature
review, the PV-park is vulnerable for theft and vandalism;
therefore it is needed to implement a security element
in the transition zone (BRE National Solar Centre, n.d.).
However, what this security element will look like is
open for design. For example, instead of choosing the
conventional option to use a fence, it is possible to use a
ditch or trees and bushes instead. In this example there
is an overlap between the security element (i.e. trees
and bushes) and one of the vegetation attributes. These
trees contribute to the attribute biodiversity as well,
and in the case the PV-park is completely hidden, then
it also has an overlap with the design strategy Exorcism.
In short: the attributes of different design elements
overlap with each other, therefore design principles and
eventually the questionnaire questions will also show
overlap between multiple attributes.

Design

The Overall design elements consist of six parts, which
are split in more specific design attributes concerning
the overview of a PV-park. The blue underlines in Figure
21 and Figure 23 are attributes, which are present in at
least one of the questions in the questionnaire.

Overall

Figure 22 illustrates the appearance of a PV-park, which
is split into Overall design elements (e.g. shapes and
patterns), and the more Specific design elements (e.g.
transition zone and patch).

Figure 21 Subdivision of Overall design attributes

Figure 22 Subdivision of PV-parks into Appearance and Siting
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Specific Design Elements

Specific Design Elements
Figure 23 Subdivision of the specific design elements into a transition zone and patch
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2.2

Design principles

Fixed mounting system
Generally there are three types of solar mounting
systems, namely fixed solar panel mounts, adjustable
solar panel mounts and tracking solar panel mounts
(SOLAR 2013). The fixed mounting system is used very
commonly in today’s solar PV market, as the most simple
and cheap system. However, comparing to the tracking

system, this system tends to generate less energy over
time, because the PVs can not always face the equator
(SOLAR 2013). There are generally three types of fixed
mounting systems; mounted on ground, on roofs or on
poles. For this thesis, the main focus is on the ground
system and poles system.

Figure 24 Fixed PV-arrays (online source; needsolarsystem.wordpress.com/2013/08/21/types-of-solar-panel-array-mountings-fixed-adjustable-tracking/
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Variable sizes of fixed mounting systems
Specifically for the on-ground fixed mounting system
the sizes for the solar panels can be variable, as a way
to enrich the energy landscape experience. Just as
shown in the following section and reference picture

(Scognamiglio, 2013), more landscape functions can be
combined too, such as recreational space (Figure 25).

Figure 25 Solar Strand is designed by landscape architect Walter hood (online source: www.domusweb.it/it/interviste/2013/09/02/solar_strand.html)
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Pole-mounted solar tracking system
Comparing to the fixed mounting system, the solar
tracking system can boost return on solar investments
because it can capture more sunlight. The pole-mounted
solar tracker is the one that can move along both the xand y-axes, maintaining the energy generating capacity

Figure 26 Picture of pole-mounted PV. (Online source: www.ANP.nl)
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throughout the entire day by following the sun from
dawn to dusk. In addition this system is also a good way
to combine with other landscape functions, as the pole
does not cover a large area.

Hanging Solar tracking system
Agrovoltaico is a hanging solar tracker and is the type
of pole-mounted solar system which is also available as
dual axis. This type is usually used in combination with
other functions such as agricultural land and parking
lots. For example, as shown in the following section and
reference picture, the hanging solar tracking system
can combine with the agricultural land. However, this
system has the potential to reduce agricultural yield due
to the shadow influence.

Figure 27 Dual axis (Online source: www.remtec.energy/en/agrovoltaico/)

Figure 28 Agrovoltaico is a patented system and trademark of R.E,M. (Online source: www.remtec.energy/en/agrovoltaico/)
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Orientation
According to the reviewed literature, the commonly
used shading limit angle of 20 degrees is the most
efficient for the fixed mounting system to determine
the space to the next PV-module (Figure 29). This angle
prevents intershading in the low standing position in
winter (Pradhan, 2015; Scognamiglio, 2016; ZonB, 2013).
Based on the table of Hespul (Figure 30), the most
efficient method is to place the PV-modules completely
towards the south with a tilt angle of 35 degrees.
However, when panels have an azimuth angle more to
the east or west, the efficiency will be higher when built
with a tilt of 10 degrees. This is less efficient, however
this leads to more energy output during peak times of
energy use. Additionally a lower tilt requires less inter
space. This results in a higher density, but also less
space for additional functions. For example as shown
in the following sections, the solar module with 35
degrees’ tilt requires 3,75m pitch. By comparison, the
solar module with 10 degrees’ tilt only requires 2.22m
pitch. However, considering the other functions such as
agricultural or recreational area, the placing pitch could
be larger (Scognamiglio, 2016).

MAXIMUM ANNUAL
ENERGY PRODUCTION

MAXIMUM SUMMER
ENERGY PRODUCTION

There are many different ways for the arrangement
of solar panels (Scognamiglio, 2016), with the general
classification of orthogonal grid, parallel strips and
random placement. Within the general categorization of
these three types, the density for placing solar panels
is also variable, such as the dense, porous, bigger
modules, mixed and different azimuth. The parallel
strips with different density is commonly used for the
current solar farms.
For the later design practice, the parallel strips with
moderate pitch will be applied to place solar farm.

MAXIMUM WINTER
ENERGY PRODUCTION
Figure 29 The tilt angle on the left versus the azimuth angle on the right (Pradhan, 2015)

EAST

SOUTH

WEST

TILT ANGLE
Figure 30 Table of Hespul on modules tilt angle versus azimuth and corresponding efficiency
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Tilt angle and density

Figure 31 Different module tilt angles lead to different sizes of patches (adapted from: Scognamiglio, 2013)

Figure 32 East-West orientation of PV (Online source: www.solarfields.nl)

Figure 33 Backside of PV-modules (Online source: www.pfixxsolar.nl/)
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PV placement
Generally for the placement of solar panels, there are
three key principles, which are the general principle of
placing patterns, and the two detailed principles about
the distance from the edges of the solar farm to the
surroundings, and the placing density between solar
panels.
Firstly for the general solar farm patterns, as restricted
to the specific site status, the changed azimuth is
inevitable. The mixed patterns also exist in some specific
locations, which refers to the concurrence of two types
of solar panels within one solar plant and each panel
type can have a different concentration (Torres-Sibille,
A. et al 2009).
Then for the distance from the edge of the solar
farm to the surroundings, considering the protection
requirement for the energy facilities and the security
requirement for the citizens, there are five alternatives.
As shown in the sections, the measures such as fences,

PARALLEL STRIPS

DISTANCE

RANDOM

CHANGED AZIMUTH

MIXED

BIGGER MODULES

LOW DENSITY

HIGH DENSITY

ORTHOGONAL GRID

ditches and hedges are combined.
As for the placing density of solar panels, within the
general principle of solar farm patterns, the pitch
between two rows of solar panels should be designed
considering shadow influence for energy output and the
other potential functions in between.
These design principles will be evaluated in the later
questionnaires from both local citizens and related
experts.
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DENSITY

Figure 34 The mixed patterns leads to a high level of concurrence. (online source: www.pv-net.com)

Figure 35 Muellberg, Germany. PV-modules on even a straight slope causes a messy image (online source: www.breakingthetape.com)

Figure 36 LOFAR antennas with different sizes and patterns (Aerophoto Eelde, 2011)
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Design attitudes for new technologies
Different attitudes for designing new technologies have
been explored in sketches on rural sites in Brunssum. In
the literature review on community acceptance (chapter
2.1.2) this is further elaborated (Smits, 2000).
In particular the strategies Exorcism and Adaption
require design strategies for the edge of a PV-park.

ADAPTATION

EXORCISM (HIDE)

Design strategy: Adaptation		

Design strategy: Embrace			

Design strategy: Exorcism

Figure 37 Design sketches on rural sites where design attituted for design is the starting point, ultimately leading to this mixed design
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Fences
PV-parks are vulnerable to vandalism and theft;
therefore security fences are needed (IEA, 1995). This is
often seen as an important obstacle for the visual impact
of PV-parks (Figure 38). A way to avoid this visual impact
obstacle is to make sure the observers’ eye height is
higher than the fence, see Figure 39.

Figure 38 A fence is often seen as an obstacle for the visual impact of PV-parks (online source: www.Fotovoltaick.de)

Figure 39 Standing on higher ground and therefore watching over the fence creates a wide view (online source: www.flickr.com)
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Facility roads and transformer buildings
Facility roads and transformer buildings are needed
in the design of PV-parks. For large scale PV-parks
centralized inverters are often used. These have high
capacity; typically around 1 MW and can cover up to two
hectares of solar arrays. Solar parks with centralized
inverters are usually planned out as rectangular blocks,
with the inverter either in a corner or at the center of the
block. This is the most efficient due to cable efficiency
losses.

literature of Aste and Pero (2010), and Bergstra, Oudes
& Stremke (2013), these distances are determined as
follows: if rows are longer than 200 meter, there should
be a maintenance path of 2 meters. Transformer
buildings (Figure 41) are likely to need a footprint of 12
m2. Figure 40 illustrates the effect of maintenance roads
within a PV-park. Bigger surfaces are not longer seen as
one unity, but rather as multiple unities. Therefore it is
important to design with the maintenance roads and
transformer building in mind.

In a quick study on other projects, together with the

Figure 40 Maintance roads and transform buildings are highly visible in a PV-park (online source: www.fromridgetoeave.com)

Figure 41 A transformer building generally requires a footprint of 12 m2.
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2.3 Questionnaire
The following content is mainly about the questionnaire
results for the previously defined design principles. The
samples are mainly from local citizens and experts from
PALET. There are four general topics, which are the
design principles for overall design, the design elements
about the solar farm edges, the design elements about
the distance to PV-modules, and the multifunctional
design elements.
Firstly for the overall design principles, spreading,
form, preference and figure are evaluated, as a way to
understand the social preferences for the general solar
farm location and layout. The preference for solar farm
or wind turbines is also explored. As for the design
element about the edge, the opinions on choosing
fence, trees and bushes, ditch, or hedge are collected
and analyzed. In addition, for the design element about
the distance to PV-modules, the different distances are
tested, and the opinions on far distance combining to
low vegetation are also collected and analyzed. After
that, for the design elements about multifunctionality,
the potentials for pole mounted solar PV to combine
with traditional or energy crops are evaluated.

Besides, whether the PV-park should be designed only
considering energy output efficiency or combine to
urban recreational functions is also included in this
topic.
The Standard Deviation is a measure of how spread
out numbers are. In this case, the bigger the standard
deviation, the more differing the opinions of the
stakeholders are, concerning the question. Its symbol is
σ (the greek letter sigma).
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Overall Design
Spreading

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
OPTION 1: 67 %
OPTION 2: 22 %
INDECISIVE: 11 %

PALET GROUP
OPTION 1: 12 %
OPTION 2: 25 %
INDECISIVE: 63 %

“Question 1: Which option is most suitable?”
Residents prefer option 1 with 67%, which is different from the PALET-group that prefers option 1 only with 11%. It is
remarkable that a sizable amount of the PALET-group is indecisive, namely 63%., In contrast to the residents, the majority
of the PALET-group that chose one of the options, chose option 2, namely 25%.

Form

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
OPTION 1: 64 %
OPTION 2: 19 %
INDECISIVE: 17 %

PALET GROUP
OPTION 1: 25 %
0%
OPTION 2:
INDECISIVE: 75 %

“Question 2: Which option is most suitable?”
Residents prefer option 1 with 64%, which differs from the PALET-group where only 25% prefers option 1. It is remarkable
that a sizable amount of the PALET-group is indecisive, namely 75%. This is high compared to the residents, where it is
only 17%.
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Preference

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
OPTION 1: 56 %
OPTION 2: 29 %
INDECISIVE: 15 %

PALET GROUP
OPTION 1: 12 %
OPTION 2: 75 %
INDECISIVE: 13 %

“Question 3: The energy returns of both alternatives is sufficient for 1150 households a year. Which option suits you best/
most?”
Residents prefer option 1 with 56%, which is remarkably different from the PALET-group, where only 12% prefers option
1 and 75% prefers option 2. Only 29% of the residents prefer option 2. The amount of people that are indecisive are
approximately equal, namely 15% of the residents and 13% of the PALET-group.

Figure

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
OPTION 1: 42 %
OPTION 2: 41 %
INDECISIVE: 17 %

PALET GROUP
OPTION 1: 50 %
0%
OPTION 2:
INDECISIVE: 50 %

“Question 4: Which option is most suitable?”
The distribution of residents choosing option 1 or 2 is almost equal, namely 42% and 41%. The PALET-group differs
remarkable from the residents because 0% prefers option 2. 50% of the PALET-group prefers option 1 and the remaining
50% is indecisive. A relatively small amount of 17% of residents is indecisive.
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Design elements - The edge
Fence

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

5.1
2.47

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

6.6
1.85

“Question 5: How suitable is a fence as an edge of a PV-park? Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability and energy output are high, but the nature development is low.
Residents rated this option with a remarkably low mean of a 5.1, compared to other edge design elements. The standard deviation
of 2.47 is extremely high, meaning that among residents the opinions on the use of a fence as an edge of a PV-park strongly differ.

Trees and bushes

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.9
1.91

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.5
1.31

“Question 6: How suitable are trees and bushes as a closed edge of a PV-park? Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability, the energy output and the nature development are average.
Both the residents and the PALET-group rated this option as highest of all options with a 7.9 and 8.5 respectively. Also
both standard deviations are extremely low, namely 1.91 and 1.31 respectively. Therefore it can be stated that the overall
opinion concerning this option is very positive.
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Ditch

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.3
2.29

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.8
1.98

“Question 7: How suitable is a ditch as an edge of a PV-park? Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability is average, the energy output is high and the nature development is low.
Residents rate this option relatively low, namely a 6.3 with a high standard deviation of 2.29. In contrast to the residents,
the PALET-group rated this option with a 7.8. However, the standard deviation is relatively high. The opinion of this option
strongly differs between both groups.

Hedge

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.6
1.86

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.1
1.81

“Question 8: How suitable is a hedge as an edge of a PV-park? Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability is average, the energy output is high and the nature development is low, which is the
same as the ditch alternative.
Residents rate this option relatively high with a 7.6 and with a relatively extremely low standard deviation of 1.86. The
PALET-group rates this option relatively high with an 8.1 and an average standard deviation of 1.81. Therefore it can be
stated that the overall opinion concerning this option is positive.
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Design elements - Distance to PV-modules
Short distance

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

5.8
2.19

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

6.6
2.56

“Question 9: How suitable is a short distance from the road to the PV-panels?”
In this alternative the affordability is average, the energy output is high and the nature development is low.
Residents rate this option low with a 5.8 and a high standard deviation of 2.19. The PALET-group rates this option average
with a 6.6 and a high standard deviation of 2.56. The overall opinion concerning this option is widely varied.

Far distance

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.8
1.87

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.4
2.07

“Question 10: How suitable is a far distance from the road to the PV-panels?”
In this alternative the affordability is low, the energy output is low and the nature development is high.
Residents rate this option quite high with a 6.8 and an average standard deviation of 1.87. The PALET-group rates this
option very high with a 7.4 and an average standard deviation of 2.07. Therefore this option can be considered positive.
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Variable distance

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

5.4
2.29

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

6.3
2.92

“Question 11: How suitable is a variable distance from the road to the PV-panels?”
In this alternative the affordability is low and the energy output and nature development are average.
This option is rated as lowest of all options by both residents and the PALET-group with a 5.4 and 6.3 respectively. The
standard deviation is relatively high with a 2.29 and 2.92 respectively. Especially the standard deviation of the PALETgroup is extremely high. Therefore this option can be considered negative.

Far distance + grass vegetation

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.2
1.57

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.4
2.20

“Question 12: How suitable is a far distance with grass vegetation from the road to the PV-panels?”
In this alternative the affordability and the nature development are average and the energy output is low.
This option is rated highly by both residents and the PALET-group with a 7.2 and 7.4 respectively. The standard deviation
is low with a 1.57 and 2.20 respectively. Especially the standard deviation of the residents is extremely low. Therefore this
option can be considered very positive.
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Design elements - Multifunctionality
Pole mounted PV + Traditional crops

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.3
1.73

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.3
2.05

“Question 13: Look at question 13 and 14. A rural area can be grown with traditional crops (13) and energy crops, such as
rapeseed (14). Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability, energy output and nature development are all average.
Both the residents and the PALET-group rate the traditional crops relatively low with a 6.3 and 7.3 respectively. The
standard deviation of both groups is low, so this option can be considered negative.

Pole mounted PV + Energy crops

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.6
1.53

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.8
1.98

“Question 14: Look at question 13 and 14. A rural area can be grown with traditional crops (13) and energy crops, such as
rapeseed (14). Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability is average, the energy output is high and nature development is average.
Both the residents and the PALET-group rate the energy crops higher than the traditional crops, namely with a 7.6 and 7.8
respectively. The standard deviation of both groups is very low, namely 1.53 and 1.98 respectively. With the relatively high
rating and low standard deviation this option can be considered positive.
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Efficient purpose

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.5
1.35

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.0
1.07

“Question 15: Look at question 15 and 16. Question 15 is focused on efficiency and question 16 is focused on accessibility,
clean environment and recreation. Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability and energy output are high and nature development is low.
The residents rate the efficient purpose high with a 7.5 and an extremely low standard deviation of 1.35. The PALET-group
rates the efficient purpose high with a 8.0, but compared to the recreational purpose low. The standard deviation is low,
namely 1.07.

Recreational purpose

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.3
1.97

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.8
0.89

“Question16: Look at question 15 and 16. Question 15 is focused on efficiency and question 16 is focused on accessibility,
clean environment and recreation. Rate it.”
In this alternative the affordability is low and the energy output and nature development are average.
The residents rate this option relatively low with a 6.3 and an average to high standard deviation of 1.97. Therefore
residents prefer the efficient purpose of question 15. The PALET-group rates this option very high with an 8.8 and an
extremely low standard deviation of 0.89. Therefore the PALET-group prefers the recreational purpose.
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2.4

Sub conclusions on appearance

The sub research question on the appearance of PVparks reads as follows:
What are the most socially accepted design principles
for implementing PV-parks, based on scientific
literature, expert insights and stakeholders’
preferences?
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
Many of the barriers for achieving successful projects
at the implementation level can be considered as a
manifestation of lack of social acceptance. Wustenhagen
et al., (2007) divides the social acceptance in three
dimensions, of which the community acceptance is most
relevant, because this is the area where social debate
around renewables arises and develops. Differences in
general acceptance and resistance to specific projects
can be explained by multiple reasons, such as NIMBYism,
distributional justice, fairness, trust, environmental
impact and in particular visual impact (Chiabrando et al.,
2009; Gipe, 1995; Gross, 2007; Huijts, 2007; IEA, 1995;
Scognamiglio, 2016; Sijmons, 2014; Slovic, 1993; Wolsink,
2006; Wüstenhagen et al, 2007; Zoellner et al., 2008).

visual impact is seen as having the largest impact towards
the acceptance of the community. In contrast to the case
of wind turbines’ visual impact, standardized assessment
to measure the visual impact of photovoltaics is lacking in
literature and practice (Chiabrando, Fabrizio, & Garnero,
2009; Chiabrando et al, 2011; IEA, 1995; Minelli et al,
2014).
The visual impact can be divided in objective and
subjective indicators. Objective indicators are linked to
observability and integration, or more specific visibility,
color, shape and concurrence (Chiabrando et al.,
2009; Scognamiglio, 2016; Torres-Sibille et al., 2009).
The subjective indicators are linked to the semantic
description, which is a technique used to analyse the
affective meaning of people on things. Scognamiglio
(2016) linked these indicators to design elements of
PV-parks. This illustrates the relation between the
visual impact indicators and the main design elements.
However, it is still unknown what the people’s preferences
are on these design elements. The list of design elements
relevant for the potential observer of the PV-park is
reorganized and complemented. A distinction is made
between the appearance and siting of PV-parks.

VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact is critical to take into account, which
means that it needs to be established to what extent the
PV-system affects the perception of the landscape. The

SPREAD
vs
CLUSTERED

LOCAL RESIDENTS

11%

ORGANIC FORM
vs
GEOMETRIC FORM

67%

17%

22%

WIND TURBINES
vs
PV-PARKS

64%

15%

56%

19%

NORMAL
vs
FIGURE

64%

64%

64%
29%

PALET GROUP

12%

13%
25%

63%
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50%

25%
75%

12%

75%

50%

APPEARANCE OF PV-PARKS
The appearance of a PV-park is split into ‘overall design
elements’ (e.g. shapes and patterns) and ‘Specific
design elements’ (e.g. transition zone and patch). The
attributes of different design elements overlap with each
other, therefore design principles and eventually the
questionnaire questions show overlap between multiple
attributes.
OVERALL DESIGN ELEMENTS
The opinions of inhabitants and experts on the overall
design elements of PV-parks differ remarkably between
different elements. They share their view on only one
element; the form of the park. Here they both prefer an
organic shape, avoiding the strict geometrical shapes
that often accompany efficiency. On the other elements
the opinions are directly opposed. For the spreading
of PV arrays the residents prefer a spread with green
spaces in between, while the experts prefer a single large
park, leaning more to the side of efficiency. In a similar
vein the experts are more positive towards wind turbines
while the inhabitants prefer PV-parks. While the experts
prefer a pattern that is recognizable from the air or on
Google Maps, the residents have no clear preference for
the pattern. In general, concerning this questionnaire,
the experts of PALET are way more indecisive than the
residents of Brunssum. The reason behind this could be
that they are more focused on reaching the goal to be

energy neutral by 2040, no matter the visual outcome.
This would also explain the preference towards efficiency
in elements such as spreading, on the side of the expert
group.
SPECIFIC DESIGN ELEMENTS
The varying specific design elements were also rated
in the questionnaire. On the subject of the edge of a
PV-park there was a clear preference for hiding the PVpark behind greenery, as opposed to putting it behind a
visible fence. This is opposite to current practice where
PV-parks are often placed behind visible fences. For the
distance from the road to the PV-panels there was a clear
preference for keeping the distance large, as well as for
grassland vegetation to be placed in the created space.
Notable here was the dislike towards a varying distance
to the PV-panels, which can be seen as messy. Lastly,
multifunctional land use showed a clear preference for
energy crops, high PV-modules on a pole to support
these energy crops, as well as a preference for efficiency
and functional use.
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Where?

3
56

SITING
OF
PV-PARKS

Sub question 2:
What are potential sites for implementing PV-parks in
Brunssum, based on scientific literature, landscape analysis,
expert insights and stakeholders’ preferences?
The general aim of this chapter is to understand the
landscape and learn what the restrictions and opportunities
are. The different landsape types in Brunssum will be
identified, with several of its main distinctive features,
as well as potential locations for the implementation of
PV-parks. These will be tested among stakeholders in a
questionnaire. Ultimately, this leads to a conclusive map
with potential areas for implementing PV-parks.

3.1		

Landscape analysis

Overview

The Landscape

To understand how the siting of PV-parks relates to the
study area it is important to understand the landscape of
the region it resides in. To this end a landscape analysis
on the scale of South Limburg and Parkstad Limburg
was performed to gain a general understanding of the
landscape, followed by a desk study and site visits to
gain detailed knowledge on the landcape of Brunssum.

The landscape of South Limburg is often described as a
‘unique piece of the Netherlands’, mainly due to its high
geological age, relief, extraordinary flora and fauna, as
well as its long history of habitation, which left a rich cultural history in the landscape (Kerkstra et al., 2007).

There is limited scientific literature concerning siting of
PV-parks, and what is mentioned is often on a general
level. They suggest to avoid sites that are protected by
international conventions, such as the Natura 2000. Also
sites protected by national and regional regulations,
such as the national landscape, are of importance when
it comes to site selection. Additionally, sites with specially
protected biotopes are seen as restricted areas.
The aforementioned sites are considered problematic,
but this does not mean that it is impossible. However,
more costs due to extra planning phases and
assessments should be taken into account.
Sites that are considered unproblematic for
implementing PV-parks in terms of nature conservation
are contaminated brownfield sites previously used for
military, commercial or residential purposes with a large
proportion of sealed area; sites along major transport
routes; former arable land; landfill sites and slagheaps
(BRE National Solar Centre, n.d.).

The geological age of the region goes hand in hand with
its relief. While the region is oft described as a hilly landscape, in truth it can be classified as a valley landscape,
with its many different plateaus and stream valleys.
These landscape features hint at its complex geological
history, starting as a single large highland. This highland
was crossed by the river Maas and its side rivers, which
partly eroded the plateau, shaping multiple smaller plateaus of differing heights over the ages. These smaller
plateaus are on their turn crossed by creeks feeding into
the Maas, eroding the plateaus and creating stream valleys along the way. Through this process the characteristic landscape of South Limburg was shaped, creating the
elevated plateaus, low valleys and intermediary hills for
which it is known.
Of course this short description downplays the importance of the many intricacies, such as the variety of sediments from different time periods, that helped shape
this landscape, however, these are beyond the scope of
this analysis.
The specific abiotic circumstances of this landscape;
relief, soil and water, were the basis for human occupation and the landscape qualities resulting from this.
These two core qualities are the sequence of open and
enclosed landscape, and its green character.
The following sub-chapters will each show a map of a
key aspect of the landscape, along with additional explanation. This is often done on the scale of Parkstad
Limburg within the context of South Limburg, in order
to get a general understanding of the landscape. Furthermore landcape analysis is conducted on the scale of
Brunssum in its context, revealing more detailed information and opportunities for future development.
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Relief and heights
The height map below clearly shows the different elements that make up the relief of South Limburg. The plateaus are the height showing in reddish brown to yellow.
They have a relatively even surface sometimes interrupted by a stream valley, and allow for a wide view over the
surrounding landscape. The valleys are represented in
mostly blue and green, showing the lowest points in the
landscape. The larger valleys have a permanent stream
and also have a largely even surface. The remaining colors, light green and light yellow, show the hillsides, the
in-between of plateaus and valleys. These are defining
for the main shape of the relief, bordering the elevated
plateaus and lowered valleys. Other elements are the
between terraces; the relatively flat areas in between
the high terraces and low valleys, and the isolated hills,
which are remains of older sediments, mostly seen in
the northeast of the region.
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Brunssum is situated in between the valley stream of
the Roode Beek, which enters the municipality through
the plateau to the south and exits it through the valley in
the north. One of the most defining features is the large
slagheap on the east side of the municipality. During
the excavation of the nearby mines, Hendrik and Emma,
leftover materials were dumped at this site, leaving a
clear landmark with the heighest point and the biggest
relief.

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 km
Figure 42 Overlap of height and relief (based on AHN n.d.)
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Figure 43 Identities in Parkstad Limburg (Identiteit Parkstad Limburg, 2003)
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Green structure
One of the defining characteristics of the landscape in
South Limburg is the sequence of open and enclosed
landscape. The plateaus are mostly open, allowing for
a wide view over the surrounding landscape, while the
valleys are enclosed, preventing a long viewing distance.
This sequence relies not only on the differences in
height in the region, but also on the present green
structure which reduces the field of view. In general
terms the plateaus are relatively devoid of large green
structures, forming the open areas with a wide view
over the environment, while the valleys are filled with
green, forming the enclosed areas where vegetation,
hills and buildings obstruct vision. Exceptions to this
are the edges of the plateaus, which regularly contain
a green structure, giving the plateau itself more of an
enclosed feeling and removing the wide view over the
direct environment. In the map below the valleys are
mostly green, with the open plateaus mostly consisiting
of agricultural fields (Kerkstra et al., 2007).

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 km
Figure 44 Green structure of Parkstad Limburg
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Figure 45 Green structure in Brunssum
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Cultural history
Historical values
The area does not have significant historical values.
An exception to this is the “Landweer” in the park
“Schutterspark”. It is expected that the construction of
the road ring will not affect this defensive wall.
Archaeological values
The area has a predominantly low expectation of
archaeological values. The construction of the road ring
could possibly damage archaeological values.

Legend
Historical element
Historical village center
Infrastructure of the mine
Project area
Graft

N 0

500 1000 m

Figure 46 Historical points, lines and surfaces

Legend
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Mid expectation
High expectartion
Project area

N 0

500 1000 m

Figure 47 Archeological value and expectation
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Networks
The attractiveness of South Limburg is largely defined
by the presence of relatively closeby highly populated
urban areas, and the National Landscape South Limburg
nestled in between. The region contains three large
urban agglomerations; Maastricht, Sittard-Geleen
and Parkstad. With the close proximity between these
agglomerations the density is similar to the Randstad
region in The Netherlands, containing cities such as
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. In this close proximity in
South Limburg these cities give space to more than
600.000 inhabitants, more than half the total inhabitants
of the province of Limburg. (POL-2014, p.54) In between
the large city agglomerations are several small villages
located in the more rural areas of the national landscape.

Sittard-Geleen

Parkstad

Maastricht

The white lines show high voltage lines of 150 kV and the
transforming substations. Potential large scale PV-parks
should be connected to this grid (TenneT, n.d.).
In an expert meeting the power distribution network
in Brunssum is discussed. Every black square is a
transformer building, however most of them are not
suitable for connecting mid-scale PV-parks. The ones
that have enough capacity or could be upgraded are
highlighted (Expert meeting, 2016).

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 km
Figure 48 Occupation networks (POL, 2014; TenneT, n.d.)
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Figure 49 Power distribution network in Brunssum
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Identity Parkstad
The province Limburg and the Municipalities have made
a map detailing the different areas, each with their own
character and unique internal cohesion, visible below
(Identiteit Parkstad Limburg, 2003).
These areas are separately, but especially in mutual
cohesion, determining for the identity of Parkstad
Limburg. The Urban areas (S) in grey were left out. The
region was divided into six landscape types, that consist
of 1) nature; 2) valley; 3) sand plateau; 4) high terrace; 5)
open area; and 6) small scale area.
In Brunssum the valley and high terrace landscape types
are not present, leaving only four landscape types.
On the next page all the present landscape types are
explained by an image and charateristics. Moreover,
specific opportunities for future development are
mentioned.

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 km
Figure 50 Identities in Parkstad Limburg (Identiteit Parkstad Limburg, 2003)
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Figure
Figure
52 51
Landscape
Identitiesidentity
in Parkstad
(Adapted
Limburg
from(Identiteit
Identiteti Parkstad Limburg, 2003)
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Nature (N, green)
Parkstad Limburg has six nature areas which are
considered sustainable and valuable. Three of those are
in the municipality of Brunssum and are divided by urban
development and a sand plateau.
Characteristics
Large contiguous natural areas, at least 200 hectares, in
which a large number of species of plants and animals
find a suitable habitat. Among them are many rare and
vulnerable species.
Opportunities
The sites are all within walking distance of large
residential areas, making them ideal for nature education
and outdoor recreation routes. Opportunities lie in
strengthening the connection to the urban area, both
recreational and ecological.
Sand plateau (Z, orange)
These areas are defined by soil, water and relief, and have
a unique pattern of valleys and hills shaped by erosion.
Characteristics
extremely nutrient poor sand and water stagnation on
local (leem) clay-layers. This also applies to the quarries
in which silver sands, lignite and clay were subdued.
Opportunities
the extraction of minerals in Quarry Mourik (Z3) is
almost terminated, thus creating new possibilities for
connections between the nature reserve and urban area.

Figure 53 Landscape type: Nature

Figure 54 Landscape type: Sand plateau / slagheap

Open area (O, yellow)
These are mostly large scale, open agricultural areas.
Other functions are subordinate or hardly present.
Characteristics
Orientation in these open agricultural areas is optimal.
Furthermore, a particular flora and fauna is designated in
these areas. Field roads, cross roads and distinctive trees
or tree groups are characteristic.
Opportunities
There are opportunities for new forms of agriculture. The
proximity of the city makes the delivery of local produce
profitable.
Small scale area (K, purple)
contains a varied use of the dynamic area, mostly due to
restrictions implied by relief or ground water.
Characteristics
The identity is determined by the variety of image and
use, such as hollow roads, pools, streams, tree rows,
forests, hedges, orchards and the often monumental
buildings.
Opportunities
New forest locations offer opportunities for enhancing
the landscape structure. The combination of routebased recreation with ecological connections provides
opportunities to enhance landscape cohesion and
diversity.

Figure 55 Landscape type: Open area

Figure 56 Landscape type: Small scale area
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Policy, spatial planning
The municipalities of Parkstad Limburg are spatially
closely intertwined with each other. As people move
through the region they will pass different borders unnoticed. Choices in spatial policy in one municipality often have a major influence on the functioning of the other municipalities. A common alignment of spatial policy
is therefore a logical choice.
In the Structure Vision of Parkstad Limburg (in Dutch:
Structuurvisie) the following four themes are developed:
1) spatial identity; 2) economy; 3) living environment;
and 4) mobility.
The currently under construction ring road should be
integrated in the landscape. In the west of Brunssum
there will be a green development between the ring
road and the urban area.
The brunssummerheide is a heath and forest area located within the municipalities of Brunssum, Heerlen and
Landgraaf. In addition to a Natura 2000 area, this area is
also designated as a protected natural monument. The
area consists of dry and wet heather, planted pine forest, an open sandy plain, moist hay, dry grassland and a
brook that still has a natural character.The vision in this
area is to strengthen the landscape to the largest public
green area of Parkstad Limburg.

The aim of this policy is that the area gains uniqueness,
tranquility and ample opportunities for extensive recreation. The natural connection between the city and the
nature areas, such as the Brunssummerheide, Teverenerheide and the Schinveldse forests, should be amplified.
The slagheap / Hendrik e.o. will develop into a high-quality tourist recreational area on a regional scale, for both
day and stay recreation, combined with nature development and a possible revitalisation of a business area.
The stream valley of the Roode Beek will be renaturalised through the Schutterspark.
Opportunities
Use the site of the slagheap as a touristic magnet
for developing an ecological and recreational
connection between the precious natural areas of
Brunssummerheide, Teverenerheide and the forests of
the Nieuwe Heide.

Nieuwe Heide

Schutterspark

Slagheap
Tevenerheide

Protected landscape
(Natura 2000; monumental landscapes)
Protected landscape
(National Landscape)
A = Integration of the ring road in the landscape
B = Renaturation Roode Beek Schutterspark
C = Revitalization of business areas
D = Developing tourist attraction of Parkstad
E = Accommodation tourism
F = Golf course strengthening
1A = Brunssummerheide
1B = Nieuwe Heide
1C = Tevenerheide
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Brunssumerheide
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Figure 57 Policy document for the spatial planning of the area.

Solar integral scenario (PALET)
In the PALET documents the possibilities for solar
energy were researched for both a technical and integral
scenario. The technical scenario shows the technical
possibilities for siting PV-panels, while the integral
scenario, shown below, explores the possibilities after
the removal of areas considered unsuitable, such as
most of the national landscape South Limburg. The
main searching areas for PV-panels are in already builtup areas, such as on rooftops and next to roads and
railways, as well as on water, agricultural area and mine
extractions sites and slack heaps (PALET, 2014).
Figure 59 illustrates the energy potential in the
municipality of Brunssum. They have calculated a
potential of PV-parks of 65.1 hectares with an energy
generation of 552 TJ. In these calculations they still
consider protected areas, such as the national landscape,
as a potential area for PV-parks. They account for 10% of
the area as potential, to be filled with PV-panels.
Opportunity: The area of the slagheap was
calculated at 90% availability, thus 90% of the space
can be filled with PV-panels. This will definitely help
to reach the ambition.

N 0 1 2 3 4 5 km
Figure 58 Potential for solar energy in Parkstad Limburg (PALET, 2014)
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Figure 59 Potential for solar energy in Brunssum (PALET, 2016)
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Potential areas according Brunssum
In an expert meeting on the potential areas the
municipality brought a list with areas they see as
potential to use for PV-parks on the short term.
However, lots of these areas are even less than half a
hectare, thus almost impossible to use. Other sites,
such as Amstenraderveld of 8,7 hectares at the west
of Brunssum, have potential for PV-parks at first sight.
However, the expert says the use of these sites brings
lots of difficulties, becauses the site is actually split into
dozens of owners due to inheritance of the lands. The
process of buying these houses will costs lots of money
and effort.
Most of the other areas are vacant spaces in urban
context. Also, different potential sites are in the natural
area.
The slagheap and military terrain is not pointed out
as a potential area because they are in use until 2020.
Additionally, there are ambitious plans to create a grand
canyon attraction park in Brunssum. However, these
plans are unsure because potential investors come and
go (online source: www.grandcanyonparkbrunssum.nl)
Opportunity: Create a large PV-park on the slagheap,
if the attraction park is cancelled.

Potential Location
Amstenraderveld II
Emma schoenen (Treebeek)
PLEM-terrein
De Leeuw / buitenring
S20 / Op d'n Tricht
Vml. GTD-terrein
Europalaan
Dorpstraat I
Dorpstraat II
Dorpstraat III
Montgomerystraat
Klingbemden I
Klingbemden II
Achter Brunnahal
LTCB Langeberg
Fase III Zorgplein
Voetbalveld Langeberg
Erkensterrein
Kattenkoelenvijvers
Achter Atrium
Nabij voetbalveld SP
Slezingerstraat
Rüscherterrein achter Curver
Heringboschweg I
Heringboschweg II
Heringboschweg III
Heringboschweg I+II+III
Heringboschweg IV
Heringboschweg V
Heringboschweg VI
Heringboschweg IV+V+VI
Eindstraat I
Eindstraat II
Eindstraat III
Eindstraat IV
Eindstraat V
Eindstraat II+III+IV+V
Manege
Terca terrein
Terrein Pasteursstraat
Clemenskerk Klooster Merkelbeek

Size (ha)
8.71
1.10
1.19
2.54
1.11
1.28
0.47
0.13
0.15
0.20
0.31
0.18
0.82
0.36
0.18
0.80
1.89
0.62
0.58
1.41
4.62
0.17
1.53
0.78
0.55
0.90
2.24
0.16
0.92
0.39
1.47
0.22
0.71
0.25
0.04
0.24
1.23
3.32
4.77
0.78
1.22

TOTAL AREA

50.54

Landscape context
Current function
Rural / Infrastructural / Urban
Rural
Urban
Urban / Buildings
Urban
utility supply + grass field
Infrastructural
Infrastructural + Rural
Urban
Ecolgical corridor
Urban
Wasteland (green)
Urban
Buildings
Urban
Lawn
Urban
Lawn
Urban
Lawn
Infrastructural
Lawn
Infrastructural
Lawn (park)
Infrastructural
Lawn (park)
Urban
Buildings + Lawn
Urban
Tennis field
Urban
Buildings
Natural
Soccer field
Urban
Lawn (wasteland)
Natural
Forest
Natural
Lawn
Natural
Forest
Infrastructural
Buildings
Natural
Forest + Lawn
Natural
Rural
Natural
Forest
Natural
Forest + Recreational
Natural
Forest + Lawn
Natural
Forest
Natural
Forest
Natural
Forest
Natural
Forest
Urban
Buildings
Infrastructural
Infrastructural green
Infrastructural
Infrastructural green
Infrastructural
Infrastructural green
Infrastructural
Infrastructural green
Infrastructural
Infrastructural green
Natural
Horse riding + Forest
Natural / Forest
Buildings
Urban
Lawn
Infrastructural
Ecological

BV Buitengebied
BV Woongebied
BV Woongebied
1. Grotendeels PIP 2. Klein
BV Woongebied
Bp. Woongebieden
BV Woongebied
BV Woongebied
BV Woongebied
BV Woongebied
PIP
1. Grotendeels bp. Bedrijv
1. Westelijk gedeelte BV W
Veegplan Centrum
Bp. Beschermd dorps- gez
Centrum en Centrum 1e h
BV Buitengebied
Bp. Woongebieden
1.Bp. Bedrijventerrein Hae
BV Woongebied
Bp. Schutterspark
BV Bedrijventerreinen
BV Bedrijventerreinen
BV Bedrijventerreinen
BV Bedrijventerreinen
BV Bedrijventerreinen

Hoofdzakenplan Schin- ve
Hoofdzakenplan Schin- ve
Hoofdzakenplan Schin- ve
BV Bedrijventerreinen
BV Bedrijventerreinen
PIP
PIP
Bp. Hendrik e.o.

According me (based on own judgement of the areas and landscape vision South Limburg, PALET and in consultation with the mu
A (Urban)
Terrein Pasteursstraat
Vml. GTD-terrein

7763 Urban
12848 Urban

Lawn
Wasteland (green)

Bp. Woongebieden

B (Natural / Forest)
Heringboschweg I+II+III
Voetbalveld Langeberg

22401 Natural
18880 Natural

Forest + Lawn
Soccer field

BV Buitengebied

C (Infrastructural)
Eindstraat II+III+IV+V
De Leeuw / buitenring (+ extra)

12275 Infrastructural
25366 Infrastructural

Infrastructural green
Infrastructural + Rural

1. Grotendeels PIP 2. Klein

D (Rural)
Amstenraderveld II
Groeneweg Dierenhotel

xx

E (Wasteland)
Hendrik Uitbreiding

xx

87149 Rural / Infrastructural / Urban
Rural
Natural + Rural
Rural
Wasteland

N 0

500 1000 m

Figure 60 Potential sites for implementing PV-parks on the short term (Expert meeting, 2016)
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BV Buitengebied

3.2

Questionnaire

The following content is mainly about the questionnaire
results for the previously defined landscape types. The
samples are mainly from local citizens and experts from
PALET. There are three general topics, which are:
1) landcape types (e.g., urban area, smalle scale
landscape, wide open landscape and forestry landscape);
2) landscape elements (e.g., slagheap,
infrastructure, on lakes and on vacant land);

The Standard Deviation is a measure of how spread
out numbers are. In this case, the bigger the standard
deviation, the more different are the opinions of the
stakeholders concerning the question. Its symbol is σ
(the greek letter sigma).

along

3) Attitudes towards the landscape and solar energy.

Figure 61 Pages of the questionnaire, related to siting of PV-parks
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Landscape types
Urban area

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

4.4
2.13

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

5.4
1.51

“Question 17: Urban area. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Residents rate this option extremely low with a 4.4 and a high standard deviation of 2.13. The PALET-group rates this
option also low with a 5.4 and a low standard deviation of 1.51. Therefore this option can be considered negative.

Small scale landscape

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.8
2.09

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.6
1.30

“Question 18: Small scale landscape. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Residents rate this option average to high with a 6.8 and a high standard deviation of 2.09. The PALET-group rates this
option high with a 7.6 and a low standard deviation of 1.30.
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Wide-open landscape

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

8.2
1.42

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.1
2.23

“Question 19: Wide-open landscape. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Both the residents and the PALET-group rate this option very high with an 8.2 and 8.1 respectively. The residents have a
low standard deviation of 1.42, in contrast to the PALET-group that has a high standard deviation of 2.23. Therefore this
option can be considered as most suitable.

Forestry landscape

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.6
2.36

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.4
1.60

“Question 20: Forestry landscape. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Residents rate this option average with a 6.6 and a high standard deviation of 2.36. The PALET-group rates this option high
with a 7.4 and an average standard deviation of 1.60.
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Landscape elements
Slagheap

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

7.7
2.21

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

8.4
2.00

“Question 21:Slag heap. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Residents rate this option high with a 7.7, but with a high standard deviation of 2.21. The PALET-group rates this option
high with an 8.4 and an average standard deviation of 2.00.

Along infrastructure

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

8.5
1.62

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

9.3
0.89

“Question 22: Along infrastructure. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Both residents and the PALET-group rate this option extremely high with an 8.5 and 9.3 respectively. The residents have a
low to average standard deviation of 1.62 and the PALET-group has an extremely low standard deviation of 0.89. Therefore
this option can be considered as most suitable.
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On lakes

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

5.1
2.39

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

4.9
2.36

“Question 23: On lakes. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Both residents and the PALET-group rate this option extremely low with a 5.1and 4.9 respectively. The standard deviations
of both groups are high, namely 2.39 and 2.36 respectively.

Vacant land

ANALYSIS STAKEHOLDERS

RESIDENTS
rating:
σ:

6.4
2.34

PALET GROUP
rating:
σ:

7.6
1.92

“Question 24: Vacant land. How suitable is this location for a PV-park? Rate it.”
Residents rate this option average with a 6.4 and a high standard deviation of 2.34. The PALET-group rates this option high
with a 7.6 and an average standard deviation of 1.92.
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3.3

Sub conclusions on siting

Research sub question 2 reads as follows:
What are potential sites for implementing PVparks in Brunssum; based on scientific literature,
landscape analysis, expert insights and stakeholders’
preferences?
There is limited scientific literature concern siting of
PV-parks and what is mentioned is often on a general
level. They suggest avoiding sites that are protected by
international conventions, such as the Natura 2000. All
sites protected by national and regional regulations,
such as the national landscape are of importance when
it comes to site selection. Additionally sites with specially
protected biotopes are seen as restricted areas.
The before mentioned sites are considered problematic
for implementing PV-parks, however this depends on
policy making and could therefore changes in the future.
For now, more costs due to extra planning phases and
assessments should be taken into account, when using
these sites. Sites that are considered unproblematic for
implementing PV-parks in terms of nature conservation
are contaminated brownfield sites previously used for
military, commercial or residential purposes with a large
proportion of sealed area; sites along major transport
routes; former arable land; landfill sites and slag heaps
(BRE National Solar Centre, n.d.).

Landscape analysis on the scale of Parkstad Limburg and
context shows that is a unique piece of the Netherlands,
mainly due to its high geological age, relief, extraordinary
flora and fauna, as well as its long history of habitation
and mining culture, which left a rich cultural history in the
landscape (Kerkstra et al., 2007).
Zooming in on the scale of Brunssum led to a deeper
understanding of the landscape in terms of restrictions,
threats and opportunities. In comparison to other
villages, Brunssum has only a low expectation of
archaeological values and there are not much remaining
historical values left. It’s remarkable height differences
of the slagheap, left from the mining history, is a clear
landmark, which is now mainly seen as a barrier in terms
of recreational and ecological aspects.
There are five landscape types in the municipality of
Brunssum defined, they are the 1) urban area; 2) natural
(forestry) landscape; 3) sand plateau (slagheap); 4) open
landscape; and 5) the small-scale landscape (Identiteit
Parkstad Limburg, 2003). These landscape types plus
additional sites, such as infrastructure, vacant land and
lakes, are tested among stakeholders to understand
which sites they prefer to be used for PV-parks. Results
show the following:

LANDSCAPE TYPES

9

9

8

8

7

7

6

6

5

5

3
2

PALET GROUP

10

LOCAL RESIDENTS

10

4
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LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

4
3
2

1

1

0

0

Conclusions on the landscape types show a strong
preference among stakeholders on the use of wideopen landscapes for implementing PV-parks. Small-scale
landscapes are considered good to use. On the forestry
landscape there is a large variety of opinions whether to
use this location or not. Results show a strong resistance
towards implementing PV-parks in an urban area among
local residents and the PALET group.

a search area for smaller PV-parks, however this is a
policy related issue due to its label as protected national
landscape. The sites along the infrastructure and on the
slagheap are considered to have a high potential for
implementing PV-parks.

As for the landscape elements, there is a very strong
preference for placing PV-parks on both the mine
extraction sites and along the infrastructure. There is a
large variety of preferences concerning the use of PVparks in vacant land in urban context. Floating PV-panels
on lakes are considered as a bad idea.
CONCLUSIVE MAP
The outcome of this questionnaire is merged with the
landscape analysis and this led to the map of potential
sites for implementing PV-parks (Figure 62). The urban
area is excluded because of a clear lack of community
acceptance. Additionally, ecological and aesthetically
valuable places are not seen as potential areas for
implementing PV-parks. The rural area is marked as

N 0

Power distribution
connection point

250

500 m

Forestry site

Potential site for
implemenintg PV-parks
Slagheap
Rural site

Infrastructural site
Militairy terrain

Figure 62 Potential sites for implementing PV-parks. The slagheap and former military terrain are considered to have the greatest potential
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4

DESIGN

How?
74

Design question:
How can the ambition of PALET, to implement 65 hectares
of PV-parks, be realized as a sustainable energy landscape
in Brunssum?
The general aim of this chapter is to combine the knowledge
of the research on siting and appearance of PV-parks and
transforming this into the design of a PV-park.

4. Design
Overview

4.1

In the previous two parts, the research deals with siting
and appearance of PV-parks related to social acceptance.
With the knowledge of what socially the most accepted
design principles and sites are for implementing PVparks, based on scientific literature, expert insights and
stakeholders’ preferences, the scientific foundation is
sufficient to start with the design question:

The ambition of PALET for implementing PV-parks in
Brunssum before 2040 is spatially set on 65.1 hectares
of PV-parks, which would generate 552 TJ of energy. The
innovative progress in terms of increasing energy output
efficiency is already included in this calculation. In other
words; the same size of PV-park constructed this year or
10 years later, will have a significant difference in energy
output, due to technological innovation of the PV-cells
efficiency.

“How can the ambition of PALET, to implement 65
hectares of PV-parks, be realized in the landscape of
Brunssum?”
In this chapter, the following parts will be discussed:
4.1 design assignment
What is the design assignment in terms of amount of
energy and size?; how does this relate to the potential
areas in Brunssum?; and how does this lead to the final
selection of the site?

Design assignment

Figure 63 illustrates the size of 65.1 hectares in relation
to the municipality of Brunssum and its potential sites
for implementing PV-parks. It shows that the ambition
of PALET is set on a high level.
In chapter 3 the potential sites for implementing PV-parks
are visualised in a conclusive map. The combination of
the sites of the slagheap and militairy terrain have the
best potential for implementing a PV-park due to its
location, size, current and future function.

4.2 Introduction to the site
Different landscape analysis of the chosen site is carried
out to understand the history, relief, green structure,
and the occupation in and around this site. The
opportunities for design are mentioned.
4.3 Vision & Concept
The vision for the design of a PV-park is written and
translated into a conceptual design.
4.4 Masterplan
This leads to the ultimate masterplan, explained by
photoshop collages, cross-sections and programm
layers, explaing things, such as the: heights; slopes;
pv-park layout; vegetation-types; security and lighting;
accessibility, routing and the experience of this PV-park.
4.5 Key point
Zooming into a key point of the design, to make clear
how certain areas will look like. The slopes and security
measurements will be further explained; as well as
the routing and places to stay; which flora and fauna
species could be expected, and how this contributes
to the ecosystem; and how different target groups will
experience this PV-park.

Figure 63 The size of 65 hectares on the scale of Brunssum (Google maps)
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4.2

Introduction to the site

SLAGHEAP
Quarry Mourik (in Dutch: Groeve Mourik) is the name
of the slagheap in Brunssum, which has a surface of
80 hectares. It is composed mostly of mining material
extracted from the mines Hendrik and Emma. The
slagheap is mend to be excavated until a maximum
height of 2 meters above groundwater level. Under the
mining material there are deposits of Brunssum clay,
which are essential for the brick industry. Besides the
clay, sand and gravel are to be found as well. These other
materials are utilized in the building and infrastructure
sector. After the removal of the clay, sand and gravel
the layer of mining rocks will be redeployed. Above the
mining material a layer of 2 m of soil will be placed in
order to assure a biotic growth. The height of the terrain
will be referenced to the Waubacher road that lies in
vicinity; partly this is already undertaken. The deadline
for this process is set to 2020.
The Hendrik Brunssum Company is an active enterprise
in the field of mineral extraction and resource
preparation. Regular activities undertaken in their
expertise are breaking, sieving and mixing different
raw sediments. The company is delivers a varied pallet
of raw materials to the industrial sector like clay, sand,
slate and fractured stone. Most important customers
are companies working in the fields of ceramics, building
materials and infrastructure.

65 ha

MILITARY TERRAIN
Also present on the site are storage sheds of the
defense ministry. Due to restructuring of military
strategies the former function of these depots has been
reformed. Nowadays the ministry of defense is investing
in rehabilitation and rethinking different functions for
these buildings.
Figure 64 illustrated the chosen sites for designing a PVpark. In Figure 67 these sites are marked and showed
in an aerial / birds eye view. The ringroad is currently
under construction and therefore shown as an arrow.
Opportunities:
Don’t equalise the terrain, because these height
differences lead to a more interesting design. Aspect of
the mining history could be used in the design.

Slagheap

Military
Terrain

N 0

Ambition
of PALET

Power distribution
connection point

250

500 m

Forestry site

Potential site for
implemenintg PV-parks

Rural site

Infrastructural site

Figure 64 Potential sites for implementing PV-parks. The slagheap and former military terrain is chosen as the site for implementing a PV-park
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Figure 65 Old mining trails for transporting mine rccks (online source: www.demijnstreek.net)

Figure 66 Work related activities on the slagheap in Brunssum (online source: www.bouwmachinesvantoen-archief.nl)

Schinveldse forest

Waste treatment
Schutterspark

Military terrain

Slag heap

Teverener heath
Naturalised area

Golf area

Sport facilities

Brunssummer heath

Figure 67 Aerial / Birds eye view of the slagheap and military terrain (adapted from Google Maps)
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Height and relief
The appearance of the slagheap extraordinary. It is
defined by huge height differences, which forms a
clear landmark. The strong slopes and sharp edges are
characteristics for this area (Figure 68, 67). Unfortunately,
the steep slopes leads to erosion and therefore causes

problems for the growth of vegetation in this area. The
dump material exists mainly of mine rocks from the
near by mines. In 2020 the mineral extraction works are
finished an the transformation of this area could start.

Figure 68 The steep slopes, sharps lines and height differences of the slagheap are fascinating (online source: www.ngvafdelingen.nl)

A
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For now, they are planning to equalise the whole
area to the same level as the surrounding road level.
Furthermore two meters of soil will be added on the top
layer, in order to create health circumstances for new
vegetation.

OPPORTUNITIES
Use the height differences, the strong lines and steep
slopes in the future design of the PV-park.

A
A’

N 0

500 1000 m

Figure 69 The heightmap of the site (adapted from www.ahn.nl)

A’

Figure 70 A section of the map in Figure 62 (adapted from www.ahn.nl)
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Green structure
From an ecological, environmental point of view the
slagheap represents a barrier between the surrounding
natural
areas;
Brunssummerheide
(heather),
Schutterspark, Schinveldse bossen (forests) and
Teverenerheide (heather).
BRUNSSUMMERHEIDE
The Brunssummerheide (Heather) is an area that is
mostly dominated by a hilly landscape and is composed
out of forests, heathers, peat bogs and pools. Some
parts of the heather landscape are predominant wet
and at the spring area of the Rode Beek even moor is
present. The sandy constitution of this landscape and
its nutrient poor content contributes to a particular
vegetation, distinguishing itself from other heather
types present in the Netherlands. This is the largest
strip of interconnected forest patches in south Limburg.
It is largely placed on a slope and transitions towards
the wetter grasslands along the stream. On some parts
water springs through two thick layers of impermeable
clay layers. The forest area is partly interrupted by
agricultural parcels and quarries created by the
excavation of clay.
TEVERENERHEIDE
Teverenerheide (heather) is a nature reserve stretching
on 450 ha situated in Germany between Brunssum and
Teveren. The area is characterized by a combination
of hydrological elements like pools, ponds and lakes
located not just in forests but as well in heath, such
as the Schwalbensee, Christopherussee, Binsensee

and Seerosenteich. The landscapes are divers and
ranges between heather areas, grasslands, swamps
and different forest types. In this nature reserve the
protected heath frog is to be found. The area also
contains quarries, which have been transformed into
nature areas.
SCHUTTERSPARK
The Schutterspark is Limburg’s oldest national park and
is located in the municipality of Brunssum. The park is
located in the Roodebeek valley and is bordered by the
Schuttersveld colony which was formerly built for the
Brunssum miners. The area is split into two parts by the
stream. In the north lies a forest, heathland and peat
area which is in a natural state. In the south it is more a
recreation park.
SCHINVELDSE BOSSEN
With an area of 308 hectares, the forests of Schinveld
are the largest contiguous piece of woodland in the
region, although they are interrupted by agricultural
land and remaining clay pines. The forest area is partly
situated on the slope of a brook valley and partly, in
continuation, on wet grasslands. All this is in the basin of
the Roode Beek. The German branch of the Roodebeek
flows along the north of the forest.
Opportunity: Transform the former slagheap into an
ecological and recreational zone by creating a green
connection between the nature areas.

Forest of Schinveld

Schutterspark

Case study area

Teverenerheide

Brunssummerheide

N 0

250

500 m

Figure 71 From an ecological, environmental point of view the slagheap represents a barrier between the surrounding natural areas
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Figure 72 Dry heath on the Brunssummerheide (online source: Flickr; username: PeterReinders)

Figure 73 Wet heath on the Teverenerheide (online source: www.bentetteroo.nl)

Figure 74 View from Schutterspark to the forests of Schinveld (online source: Flickr; username: tuut1963
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4.3

Vision & Concept

With the design assignment from PALET to build a
PV-park with around 65 hectares area, the slagheap
Zandgroeve Mourik in Brunssum was chosen with the
total area of around 70 hectares. A current military
terrain is located at the southwest side. According to
the city plan, it will be removed around 2020. Thus, the
design reserves the space for this change in the future.
Additionally, a new built ring road will be constructed
next to the west side of the design area. In the design,
this urban element will be considered when design for

the entrances. In addition, the natural heathland is on
both north and east sides of the design location. With
the idea to connect these fragmented natural areas
to be a continued one, the design comes up with the
idea to create a green valley at the low part of the area.
Besides, currently at the south side of the slagheap
there are some public sport fields, in the design these
fields will be also be combined to the park.

Figure 75 Terraced landscape (online source: thairices.tk)

Figure 76 Landfill Garraff (online source: www.landezine.com)
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Specifically for the project area, the mining history will
be considered through the design details, such as the
use of gabion walls with mine rocks. In addition, as the
height difference is over 60 meters, it would result into
the interesting terraced landscape with PV panels on.
Besides, as mentioned before, in order to connect the
fragmented green areas, a green valley with wet heath
and forest will be designed.

Figure 77 Clay model on the current situation

Figure 78 Model for ultimate design
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4.4

Masterplan

The site of the design is a former slagheap that is
transformed into a terrace landscape, rising over the
surrounding heath and forest areas. At the base of
the hill a green valley serves as a connection to the
surrounding landscapes. The terraces that make up the
hill are filled with PV-arrays placed in a linear structure.
The areas underneath the PV-arrays are filled with wild
grassland, while the slopes in-between the terraces are
filled with dry heath and birch trees. This landscape
is divided into four different sections by three linear
parks resulting from the technical requirements for the
maximum width of a PV array. The parks are filled with
heath like the slopes, but do not have birch trees, thus
forming sight lines from the top of the hill to the bottom.
Pathways cross these parks to allow hikers and cyclists
to experience the sublime PV parks surrounding them.
Based on the responses from the questionnaire the
terraces were designed in a way as to hide the presence
of PV-panels, only showing them gradually as one moves
along the pathways, creating the sublime experience. In
a similar vein, the fences surrounding PV-parks were
also regarded negatively. However, it is necessary to use
fences due to theft, vandalism and safety. The design
accounts for this by implementing the fences in a smart,
landscape conscious way, hiding them through the use
of vegetation and height differences.
A large PV-module shaped like a sunflower is placed
on the highest terrace and functions as a focal point
and landmark that is visible throughout the area. It
turns following the sun, thus guaranteeing maximum
efficiency and an ever-changing view to the top. Standing
on the highest terrace allows for a wide view over the
surrounding landscape.
Looking down, the wet heath area at the bottom of
the terraced landscape is visible. This landscape is a
continuation of the surrounding landscape, which also
contains many heath areas, allowing a connection for
animals and recreational use. It is fed by water drainage
from the surrounding area, as it is placed at its lowest
point, allowing it to become a wet heath landscape.
Through these interventions this sustainable energy
landscape design repurposes the slagheap by
transforming the existing barrier into a connector for
ecology and recreation, while at the same time meeting
the energy ambition of PALET.
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ZONNEGROEVE MOURIK
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4.4

Masterplan

This leads to the ultimate masterplan, explained by
photoshop collages, cross-sections and programm
layers, explaing things, such as the: heights; slopes;
pv-park layout; vegetation-types; security and lighting;
accessibility, routing and the experience of this PV-park.
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Roads for cars
The construction of the ring road
of Parkstad Limburg is situated
alongside the project area and
is visualised with the thickest
black arrow. This increases the
accessibility for day recreation.
The second type of car roads
guide people alongside the
project area and connect the
neighbouring villages.
In the project area sport facilities
and a business area is present
and accessible by normal roads.

Figure 79 Roads for cars

Roads for recreation
Recreational
pathways
are
visualised in red (Figure 80).
The main types of recreatonists
hikers (Figure 83), runners,
cyclists (Figure 84) and horse
riders (Figure 82). In particular
the members of the existing
athletic court will use this site
as a great running route, for its
height differences, green areas
and sublime sights.

Figure 80 Roads for recreation

Entrances
The area is partly opened to the
public for safety requirements of
PV-parks.
There are two types of lighting
systems in the design.
The first system is used for the
valley and is to support citizens
in their travelling route through
the area in night-time.
The second system is situated
between the PV-arrays on the
hill. It contains soft LCD lights,
which disencouraged people to
be there during night time.
Figure 81 Entrances of the area
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Figure 82 Target group: horse riders (online source: Flickr; username: OLV MINOR)

Figure 83 Target group: hikers (online source: www.vakantieland-nedersaksen.nl/)

Figure 84 Recreationa target group: cyclists (online source: www.vrijreizen.nl)
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Heights and slopes
The site is a terraced landscape.
The black areas are slopes that
differ in width, thus in level of
steepness, and has a total height
distance of 5 meters.
On the south part the height
difference is 10 meters and runs
fluently. Therefore the middle
area is an enclosed space and is
considered as a green and wet
valley.
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Figure 85 Heights and slopes (black)

PV-arrays
The PV-park exists out of multiple
PV-arrays, which are situated on
terraces.
For maintenance the roads are
on the bottom of the slope.
People look over the maintance
roads and transformer buildings,
and mainly see the blue PVarrays.
The cables are along
maintenance roads.

the

Accessibility

Figure 86 PV-arrays (70 hectares)

The area is partly opened to the
public to meet up with the safety
and security requirements of PVparks. The PV-arrays are secured
by fences that are designed in a
way they are barely visible.
There are two types of lighting
systems in the design.
The first system is used for the
valley and is to support citizens
in their travelling route through
the area in night-time.
The second system is situated
between the PV-arrays on the
hill. It contains soft LCD lights,
which disencouraged people to
be there during night time.
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Figure 87 Non-public areas (black surface) and lighting (dots)

Figure 88 PV-panels on terraces (adapted from online source: www.thenantwichnews.co.uk)

Figure 89 Polycrystalline PV-array (online source: www.gasificationsolutions.com)

Figure 90 Secured PV-array by a fence (flickr username: farm8)
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Slopes
The slopes are characterised
by planting birch trees (Betula
pendula) This specie is seen as
a transparant tree and will grow
to approximately 7-10m. They
have characteristic white tree
trunk, transparant tree corwn
and prefer a lot of sun.
They are planted solitairy and
in groups, mainly at the bottom
side of the slopes in order to
cause less shading.
The low vegetation consist of
dry heather, such as the Colluna
vulgaris.
Figure 91 Heights and slopes (black)

Terraces
The vegetation types of the
terraced landscape are divided
into two types.
In the public areas there will be
mainly dry heathland. Because
of the draining system along the
pathways, the soil is more wet
and therefore other species will
flourish as well.
Other vegetation species will
grow in between the solar panels
due to shading. Different types
of flowery wild grasses will grow
here.

Valley

Figure 92 PV-arrays (70 hectares)

The middle area is an enclosed
green space, consisting out of
forest, dry and wet heath. It
functions as a green corridor
between the surrounding nature
areas for ecology and recreation.
This area is lower than it
surroundings, and because of
the water drainage system of
the terraced landscape, this
is considered to be a wet and
green valley.

Figure 93 Non-public areas (black surface) and lighting (dots)
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Figure 94 Reference picture on birch trees, which would be situated on the slopes (online source: www.gooieneemlander.nl)

Figure 95 Reference picture for PV-modules in a wild flowery grassland (online source: www.greenbuildingpress.co.uk)

Figure 96 Image of how the heath valley could ook like (online source: www.photobucket.com)
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Flora and fauna
The surrounding nature areas are dominated by forest,
composed out of coniferous and deciduous forest.
The coniferous forest consist mainly out of the Scotch
pine (Pinus sylvestris), these trees were planted during
the exploitation periods and were used primarily for
firewood. Eighty years ago, large parts of heather were
forested for the benefits of the mines. These coniferous
forests are for ecological purposes now transformed
into mixed forests by adding deciduous native species.
In the forest on the site, the same strategy is used by
planting species, such as European oak (Quercus robur),
silver birch (Betula pendula), Ash (Fraxinus excelsior),
Chestnut (Castanea sativa), wild cherry (Prunus avium)
and common hazel (Corylus avellana) and it will be
complemented by the Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
and (Juniperus communis) which aesthetically fits to
the heather atmosphere. Due to its heavy shadow, the
European beech (Fagus Sylvatica) is avoided in order to
stimulate the growth of other species. The combination
of forests and open spaces are mend to stimulate the
appearance of an active fauna represented in first
instance by smaller animals. The emphasis lies on the
transition from forest to open grassland due to its high
amount of species encountered.

The landscape characteristics offer the possibility of
developing dry heath on the higher grounds. On the
slopes this will be combined with the planting of solitary
Birch trees, which accentuate the slopes.
The water drainage system, from the solar hill to the
green valley, creates the right conditions to develop
wet heath grassland. This is considered to be one of
the most valuable heathers due to the high amount of
different herbaceous plant types. This characteristic is
given by the unique capacity of the loamy soil to buffer
atmospheric acidification. Therefore the amounts of
nutrients present in the soil never diminish and offer an
optimal habitat for these herbaceous species.
The program offered by this plan is focused on several
nature types all characterized by different vegetation
types and their afferent fauna. The presence of drier
types of heather is already wide spread in Dutch
landscapes in opposition to the wetter types. These
dry heathers are mainly composed of common heather
(Calluna vulgaris) and wavy hair-grass (Deschampsia
Flexuosa).
The most prevailing nature type is wet heather
dominated by species like Cross-leaved heath (Erica
Tetralix) and purple moor grass (Molina Caerulea). Next
to this a number of endangered species present on the
red list are to be introduced as well. To mention a few:
Round-leaved sundew (Drosera Rotundifolia), Bog myrtle

Figure 97 Tussock cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) is found on the wet heath (online source: natura2000.nl)
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(Myrica Gale), bog asphodel (Narthecium assifragum),
bells gentian (Gentiana pneumonanthe), St. John’s
wort (Hypericum pulchrum), floating water plantain
(Luronium Natans), tussock cottongrass (Eriophorum
vaginatum, Figure 97) , arnica (Arnica Montana) and
chickweed wintergreen (Trientalis europea). Due to
the falling number of wet heather landscapes in the
Netherlands it is specifically important to reintroduce
this biotope in the landscape. The introduction and
maintenance of this landscape type has itself positive
outcomes for the fauna diversity.
Wet heather is not considered to be the end phase
of vegetation succession and therefore active
management is necessary to conserves the biotope
in this state. Without human intervention this biotope
would transform into forest. Nowadays we consider
wet heather requiring intensive management due
to rapid plant growth caused mainly by atmospheric
fertilization. Nitrogen deposition and drought result in
a higher availability of nutrients and as a result a faster
growth of herbaceous species. Furthermore the size
of heather landscapes has dropped as well and their
vicinity to high forested areas leads to more arborous
seeds being transported to heather areas, making the
succession towards forests easier. Therefore an active
management plan is required.

The management of heather areas is in line with
traditional practices conducted on these areas like
extensive grazing, small-scale “plaggen”, mowing and
eventually burning. The extensive grazing should be
conducted by sheep and Scottish Highlanders and
represents the most important management practice to
be conducted on wet heathers. The periodical maintance
should be done mainly in the beginning with the goal to
stimulate the area to return to its natural heather state.
The diversity of fauna is given by the different vegetation
types and are to be described as followed.
Given the high amount of different herbaceous plants
a large variety of worms, insects and spiders are
considered to be found in the wet heather. These species
attract other species, such as moor frogs (Figure 98),
common lizard and hazelworm. The next level consists
of the viper and different raptor birds like kestrel, tawny
owl and honey buzzard.
By creating a diverse landscape of open spaces and forest
edges it is mend to form a larger marginal transition area
where the fauna is reaching high levels. Forest mouse
and Hazelworm are species present in this space. The
high amount of nutrients in this space generates higher
numbers of species present here, which themselves
attracts bigger predators as a continuing food chain
pyramid. Other species dive deep in the forest to brood
but have their food sources outside the forests. On
example is the honey buzzard.

Figure 98 The moor frog (Rana arvalis) is a slim, reddish-brown, semiaquatic amphibian and is on the Red List (online source: www.naturephoto-cz.com)
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Keypoint
In the masterplan the overall plan is explained. In the
keypoint different important aspects will be highlighted.
As mentioned before, resulting from the technical
requirements for the maximum width of a PV array,
three linear parks are created. The main recreative
route connects the valley and the terraced landscape by
a triangle formed loop. This main recreative route is a
type of yellow gravel and has a width of three meters.
Although cars are not allowed on the terraces, the
maintenance cars could use these paths to connect with
all the unpaved maintenance roads (Figure 100) at all
levels to reach every PV-array when needed.
The third linear park is situated in the middle and is very
narrow. Therefore it has a different and more technical
character than the others. The path is also smaller, and
consists out of red mine rocks. This 1 meter wide path
is only accessible for hikers and runners. To emphasize
this typology, corten steel stairs to climb up the slopes
are made (Figure 105). These corten steel elements
are also to be found on the entrance at the north of
the site, which is a wide corten steel staircase from the
ground level of the surrounding site to the top of the
Zonnegroeve (Figure 102, Figure 103 and Figure 104),
where people would then immediately experience the
sublime PV-park.

The black lines visualize the security element, which
according the technical requirements, is needed due to
safety, theft and vandalism. The fences are implemented
in a smart, landscape conscious way, hiding them
through the use of vegetation and height differences.
The principles shows that a fence is less disturbing, in
terms of landscape experience, when people are able to
look over it Thus, lot of time the fences are situated at
the lowest points,, therefore is often combined with the
water drainage system that leads the water down to the
green heath valley.

Figure 99 Reccreational path type (Creemers, 2017)

Figure 100 Maintance road (online source: www.buitenzijn.nl)

The red lines are power cables connecting the centralized
transformers to the PV-modules and the electricity grid.
The design principles on transformer buildings show
that these structures often shatter the PV-arrays in
multiple areas. Therefor, in this design they are places at
the border of the array. More specific, they are situated

Figure 101 Red mine rocks (online source: www.mijnhistorie.nl)
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Figure 102 A visual on how the entrance at the north could be

Figure 103 A section of how to staircase reach the top of the Zonnegroeve

Figure 104 For the entrance at the north a wide corten steel stair is used (online source: www.janvanijzendoorn.nl)

Figure 105 For the narrow linear park, corten steel stairs are used to climb the slopes (online source: www.metaluniek.nl)
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Keypoint
The black lines visualize the security element, which
according the technical requirements, is needed due to
safety, theft and vandalism. The fences are implemented
in a smart, landscape conscious way, hiding them
through the use of vegetation and height differences.
The principles show that a fence is less disturbing, in
terms of landscape experience, when people are able to
look over it. Thus, a lot of time the fences are situated at
the lowest points, therefore is often combined with the
water drainage system that leads the water down to the
green heath valley.
The red lines are power cables connecting the
centralized transformers to the PV-modules and the
electricity grid. The design principles on transformer
buildings show that these structures often shatter the
PV-arrays in multiple areas. Therefore, in this design
they are places at the border of the array. More specific,
they are situated.

Figure 107 Gabion (online source: www.stalendra.com)

Figure 106 Fence, water drainage system and transformers with cable lines
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Figure 108 This section illustrates a part of the lineair park between slopes

Figure 109 This section illustrates a part of the lineair park between slopes

Figure 110 This birds eye view shows the PV arrays , slopes and lineair parks
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5.1
5.1

Discussion

DISCUSSION

DISCUSSION ON RESEARCH
Generally, there are two parts included in the discussion
of the research: the discussion on the research methods,
and the discussion on the research outcomes.
RESEARCH METHODS
The general data collection methods are literature
review and questionnaires. Firstly, for the method of
literature review about social acceptance of stakeholders
on PV-parks, the available knowledge is mainly from the
theoretical perspective. By comparison, the knowledge
about social values from the practical perspective is quite
limited. Thus, how to apply the theoretical knowledge
from the literature to the specific cases is ambiguous.
Considering the limitation of literature review, the thesis
also attempts to make a survey through questionnaires,
to go a step further from the theoretical level to the
practical level. The specific research location is in the
city of Brunssum. And the general topic is to explore
the actual social acceptance for urban PV-parks from
both local residents and the experts of PALET. As for the
reflection on the questionnaire design, there are mainly
three limitations.

Figure 111 Gender
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PARTICIPANTS OF
CURRENT POPULATION
THE QUESTIONNAIRE
OF BRUNSSUM

The first limitation is about the pre-testing of the
questionnaire. The objective to pre-test the questionnaire
is to increase the validity of the research. However,
because of the time limitation, the questionnaire draft
was only tested by highly educated people such as
university students and experts. Compared to local
inhabitants, these pre-tested sample participants tend
to have more background knowledge about solar
energy. Because of this deficiency, the pre-testing lacks
the real value to improve the understandability of the
questionnaire to test for the local opinions. Thus in
future studies, the pre-tests should be carried out on
the local inhabitants, instead of other groups.

The second limitation is about the general type
of questionnaire with close-ended format. The
questionnaire is designed with the close-ended certain
options (i.e., combining multiple design elements),
which leads to a certain way of possible answers from
the participants. In this case, the true attitude of the
participants is hidden, which decreases the validity of
answers. For example, if the participants have different
views on a subject, they can not express their opinions
correctly through the close-ended questions. Thus,
in future research, the close-ended and open-ended
questions should be combined to design questionnaires.
The third limitation is related to the specific type of
questionnaire as a pictorial questionnaire. In order to
make it easier for the normal residents to understand,
the questions are presented through pictorial language,
such as the photoshopped images and the crosssections. The scoring for the costs, energy output and
ecological value through icons is used to measure the
opinions. Even though the pictorial language is more
understandable than verbal language, the validity of the
survey would be reduced due to interference factors
such as the colors, the different image backgrounds,
and the highlighting for the targeted objects. Specifically
the different image backgrounds interfere with the
uniqueness of testing the objects. For example, when
testing the prefered distance from observer to the PVmodules, other aspects as ecological and grassland
vegetation types are potentially interfering the
judgment. In order to reduce the interference of these
factors, the cross-sections are also applied. However,
the combination of different testing ways makes the
questionnaire less understandable for the participants,
since too much information is provided. As possible
improvement for future studies, the simplified design
models can be introduced to avoid these interference
factors.

Figure 112 Age

RESEARCH OUTCOMES
Generally for the discussion on research outcomes, the
main focus is on the results from the questionnaire.
There are two aspects discussed in the following content:
the volume of participants and the backgrounds of
participants.
First, there were in total 65 valid questionnaires from
the local inhabitants in Brunssum. As a result of time
limitation for the on-site survey and the lack of willingness
to participate of some local residents, the sample size is
very limited compared to the total survey population,
which largely limits the reliability of the research. The
questionnaire was collected on a Sunday, in order to
obtain more response since many people are at home
on weekends. In order to increase the participation ratio
for the questionnaire, my mother (the invited surveyor)
and I even wore the sweater with WUR logo. However,
some inhabitants were not willing to participate and
even did not open the door, due to the lack of trust and
interest for the survey. Thus in future studies, support
from the local government could be considered as a way
to increase the sample size.
Then for the backgrounds of participants, there are
in total 5 aspects discussed: gender, age, education,
duration of residence and attitudes. The following
content will discuss these aspects respectively.
GENDER
Figure 111 illustrates the gender ratio of questionnaire
respondents (at the top half) versus the total population
in Brunssum (at the bottom half). As a notable result
more men fill in the questionnaire than women (59.7%
versus 48.8%). An assumption for this difference is that
men are in general more interested in technical things,
such as solar panels. This assumption could be supported

Figure 113 Education

by the experience when collected the questionnaires: a
lady at the door received the questionnaire and said: “My
husband would like to fill in this questionnaire, because
he installed the solar panels on the roof as well.”.
AGE
Figure 112 shows the range of ages for questionnaire
respondents. Comparing the age groups of the survey
population, a remarkably large group (53.1%) in the age
group 30-55 was willing to fill in the questionnaire.
This large difference could be explained by the fact
that this group is most aware of the necessity of urban
energy transition, and therefore are more willing to
participate in the related surveys.
EDUCATION
Figure 113 shows the ratio of participants with different
education levels, of which HBO (higher education)
respondents account for 41.3% to be the largest group,
followed by MBO (middle-level applied education)
respondents (31.7%). In addition, UNI (university)
respondents accounts for 14.3%. By comparison, the
people with lower education of secondary school just
make up 12.7%. The results show that the inhabitants
with higher education level tend to be more willing to
participate than other education groups, which takes up
55.6% in total.
DURATION OF RESIDENCE
Figure 114 illustrates the ratio of participants with
different residential length. The participants who were
born in Brunssum occupies 32.8% while the participants
living in Brunssum over 15 years account for 34.5% as the
largest group. These two groups take up 67.3%, which
means over two third of the respondents have stronger
place attachment. By comparison, the participants who
lived in the area less than 5 years only accounts for 6.9%.

Figure 114 Duration of residence
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In this case, the questionnaire indeed embodied the
willingness of the people with the strongest attachment.
ATTITUDES
In order to get the general attitudes for the social
acceptance of PV-parks, there were in total six attitudes
tested: 1) I feel attached to my surroundings 2) I consider
my environment as beautiful 3) I like to cycle and / or
hike in my surroundings 4) I am open for change in
the landscape 5) I believe in the future of solar parks
6) I would like to become a co-invester of a solar park
(Figure 115). According to the outcome, the first five
attitudes obtain more agreements, which shows the
most of people regarded the environment as beautiful
and held a positive attitude towards the environmental
change for energy transition. However, when it comes to
the last attitude about the willingness to invest in a solar
park, more participants showed a negative response. In
general, a large number of participants tend to hold a
wait-and-see attitude towards the development of PVparks.
DISCUSSION ON DESIGN
Generally the design practice aims to implement
the different design principles to a real urban area in
Brunssum. The slagheap land at the east edge of the
municipality of Brunssum was chosen as the design
location. According to the urban planning, this area
will be transformed to be a tourist attraction point of
Parkstad on a regional level in around 2020. Besides
the potential recreational value, the ecological value
to connect the fragmented green patches will also be
combined. With the guideline from the municipalities
of Parkstad Limburg, there are already many design
attempts for the site, such as Heide Natuur Park (Bureau
Stroming, 2013) and Nature Wonder World theme
park (Limburger, 2017). However, both of these have
drawbacks, as the former largely ignores the site itself
in favor of connecting the surrounding landscape, while
the latter mainly focuses on recreational values of the
site itself, ignoring the direct surroundings.

Even though it is valuable to develop the slagheap as
a PV-park, the uncertainty towards the extent to which
the land should be modified limited the design thinking
in the beginning. Specifically, considering the energy
and financial cost to change the existing terrain for the
heap land, the original design concept tried to keep the
landscape largely in the current situation. However, this
concept didn’t work out due to a lack of attraction for
energy tourism. Then, considering the governmental
plan to even flatten the area in 2020, it came up with
the design concept to reform the existing terrain with
the consideration of future development of the area.
As a design with largely changed terrain, it was another
dilemma to think about the specific shape of the
landscape. With the idea to create urban energy land
art, the centralized terraces with PV-parks on them were
designed at last.
Besides, the lack of on-site exploration was the dilemma
to really understand the landscape condition for the
area. The site visiting is usually regarded as the very
important design process to understand the existing
situation and establish the spatial concept for the site.
However, because the military base is located next to
the design site, it was impossible to get into the area.
This limited the design to be more practical and detailed.
In addition, with the military base alongside, hardly
any overview pictures for the overview are available.
Thus the basic information was mainly gotten from
Google maps and other general overlay maps. The map
information was definitely not enough to experience
the site in terms of psychological feeling and immense
scale. Therefore in the future design of the area, the
support of the government is really necessary for real
site observation, analysis and site pictures.

Figure 115 General attitudes for the social acceptance of PV-parks
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5.2

Conclusion

The main research question reads as follows:
“What do scientific literature, experts and the
community say about siting and appearance of
PV-parks and how could this subsequently lead to
an optimal design for implementing 65 hectares
of PV-parks as a sustainable energy landscape in
Brunssum?”
The answer to the main research question is considered
the outcome of the two research questions and the
design question. These are formulated and answered in
the following sections.
The sub research question on the appearance of PVparks reads as follows:
What are the most socially accepted design principles
for implementing PV-parks, based on scientific
literature, expert insights and stakeholders’
preferences?
SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
Many of the barriers for achieving successful projects
at the implementation level can be considered as a
manifestation of lack of social acceptance. Wustenhagen
et al., (2007) divides the social acceptance in three
dimensions, of which the community acceptance is most
relevant, because this is the area where social debate
around renewables arises and develops. Differences in
general acceptance and resistance to specific projects
can be explained by multiple reasons, such as NIMBYism,
distributional justice, fairness, trust, environmental
SPREAD
vs
CLUSTERED

LOCAL RESIDENTS

11%

ORGANIC FORM
vs
GEOMETRIC FORM

67%

17%

22%

VISUAL IMPACT
The visual impact is critical to take into account, which
means that it needs to be established to what extent
the PV-system affects the perception of the landscape.
The visual impact is seen as having the largest
impact towards the acceptance of the community. In
contrast to the case of wind turbines’ visual impact,
standardized assessment to measure the visual impact
of photovoltaics is lacking in literature and practice
(Chiabrando, Fabrizio, & Garnero, 2009; Chiabrando et
al, 2011; IEA, 1995; Minelli et al, 2014).
The visual impact can be divided in objective and
subjective indicators. Objective indicators are linked to
observability and integration, or more specific visibility,
color, shape and concurrence (Chiabrando et al.,
2009; Scognamiglio, 2016; Torres-Sibille et al., 2009).
The subjective indicators are linked to the semantic
description, which is a technique used to analyse the
affective meaning of people on things. Scognamiglio
(2016) linked these indicators to design elements
of PV-parks. This illustrates the relation between
the visual impact indicators and the main design
elements. However, it is still unknown what the people’s
preferences are on these design elements. The list of
design elements relevant for the potential observer
of the PV-park is reorganized and complemented. A
WIND TURBINES
vs
PV-PARKS

64%

15%

56%

19%

NORMAL
vs
FIGURE

64%

64%

64%
29%

12%

PALET GROUP

impact and in particular visual impact (Chiabrando
et al., 2009; Gipe, 1995; Gross, 2007; Huijts, 2007; IEA,
1995; Scognamiglio, 2016; Sijmons, 2014; Slovic, 1993;
Wolsink, 2006; Wüstenhagen et al, 2007; Zoellner et al.,
2008).

13%
25%

63%

12%

50%

50%

25%
75%

75%
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distinction is made between the appearance and siting
of PV-parks.
APPEARANCE OF PV-PARKS
The appearance of a PV-park is split into ‘overall design
elements’ (e.g. shapes and patterns) and ‘Specific
design elements’ (e.g. transition zone and patch). The
attributes of different design elements overlap with
each other, therefore design principles and eventually
the questionnaire questions show overlap between
multiple attributes.
OVERALL DESIGN ELEMENTS
The opinions of inhabitants and experts on the overall
design elements of PV-parks differ remarkably between
different elements. They share their view on only one
element; the form of the park. Here they both prefer an
organic shape, avoiding the strict geometrical shapes
that often accompany efficiency. On the other elements
the opinions are directly opposed. For the spreading
of PV arrays the residents prefer a spread with green
spaces in between, while the experts prefer a single
large park, leaning more to the side of efficiency. In a
similar vein the experts are more positive towards
wind turbines while the inhabitants prefer PV-parks.
While the experts prefer a pattern that is recognizable
from the air or on Google Maps, the residents have no
clear preference for the pattern. In general, concerning
this questionnaire, the experts of PALET are way more
indecisive than the residents of Brunssum. The reason
behind this could be that they are more focused on
reaching the goal to be energy neutral by 2040, no
matter the visual outcome. This would also explain
the preference towards efficiency in elements such as
EDGE

SPECIFIC DESIGN ELEMENTS
The varying specific design elements were also rated
in the questionnaire. On the subject of the edge of a
PV-park there was a clear preference for hiding the PVpark behind greenery, as opposed to putting it behind
a visible fence. This is opposite to current practice
where PV-parks are often placed behind visible fences.
For the distance from the road to the PV-panels there
was a clear preference for keeping the distance large,
as well as for grassland vegetation to be placed in the
created space. Notable here was the dislike towards a
varying distance to the PV-panels, which can be seen as
messy. Lastly, multifunctional land use showed a clear
preference for energy crops, high PV-modules on a pole
to support these energy crops, as well as a preference
for efficiency and functional use.
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spreading, on the side of the expert group.

Zooming in on the scale of Brunssum led to a deeper
understanding of the landscape in terms of restrictions,
threats and opportunities. In comparison to other
villages, Brunssum has only a low expectation of
archaeological values and there are not much remaining
historical values left. It’s remarkable height differences
of the slagheap, left from the mining history, is a clear
landmark, which is now mainly seen as a barrier in terms
of recreational and ecological aspects.
There are five landscape types in the municipality of
Brunssum defined, they are the 1) urban area; 2) natural
(forestry) landscape; 3) sand plateau (slagheap); 4) open
landscape; and 5) the small-scale landscape (Identiteit
Parkstad Limburg, 2003). These landscape types plus
additional sites, such as infrastructure, vacant land and
lakes, are tested among stakeholders to understand
which sites they prefer to be used for PV-parks. Results
show the following:

Research sub question 2 reads as follows:
What are potential sites for implementing PVparks in Brunssum; based on scientific literature,
landscape analysis, expert insights and stakeholders’
preferences?
There is limited scientific literature concern siting of
PV-parks and what is mentioned is often on a general
level. They suggest avoiding sites that are protected by
international conventions, such as the Natura 2000. All
sites protected by national and regional regulations,
such as the national landscape are of importance when
it comes to site selection. Additionally sites with specially
protected biotopes are seen as restricted areas.
The before mentioned sites are considered problematic
for implementing PV-parks, however this depends on
policy making and could therefore changes in the future.
For now, more costs due to extra planning phases and
assessments should be taken into account, when using
these sites. Sites that are considered unproblematic for
implementing PV-parks in terms of nature conservation
are contaminated brownfield sites previously used for
military, commercial or residential purposes with a large
proportion of sealed area; sites along major transport
routes; former arable land; landfill sites and slag heaps
(BRE National Solar Centre, n.d.).

Conclusions on the landscape types show a strong
preference among stakeholders on the use of wideopen landscapes for implementing PV-parks. Small-scale
landscapes are considered good to use. On the forestry
landscape there is a large variety of opinions whether to
use this location or not. Results show a strong resistance
towards implementing PV-parks in an urban area among
local residents and the PALET group.

Landscape analysis on the scale of Parkstad Limburg and
context shows that is a unique piece of the Netherlands,
mainly due to its high geological age, relief, extraordinary
flora and fauna, as well as its long history of habitation
and mining culture, which left a rich cultural history in
the landscape (Kerkstra et al., 2007).

As for the landscape elements, there is a very strong
preference for placing PV-parks on both the mine
extraction sites and along the infrastructure. There is a
large variety of preferences concerning the use of PVparks in vacant land in urban context. Floating PV-panels
on lakes are considered as a bad idea.
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The outcome of this questionnaire is merged with
the landscape analysis and this led to the map of
potential sites for implementing PV-parks. The urban
area is excluded because of a clear lack of community
acceptance. Additionally, ecological and aesthetically
valuable places are not seen as potential areas for
implementing PV-parks. The rural area is marked as
a search area for smaller PV-parks, however this is a
policy related issue due to its label as protected national
landscape. The sites along the infrastructure and on the
slagheap are considered to have a high potential for
implementing PV-parks.
The answers of the research sub questions on siting and
appearance brought sufficient knowledge to deal with
the design question, which reads as follows:
3. How can the ambition of PALET, to implement 65
hectares of PV-parks, be realized as a sustainable
energy landscape in Brunssum?
Since this is the design question there is not a single
right answer to this question. Based on the results
from sub-questions 1 and 2 sufficient knowledge on
the appearance and siting of PV-parks was gathered to
design a sustainable energy landscape in Brunssum. The
created design is a real sustainable energy landscape,
combining economical, technical, environmental and
socio-cultural dimension. However, as a landscape
architect, the focus is on the environmental and
socio-cultural aspects, such as ecology and landscape
experience.
The site of the design is a former slagheap that is
transformed into a terrace landscape, rising over the
surrounding heath and forest areas. At the base of
the hill a green valley serves as a connection to the
surrounding landscapes. The terraces that make up the
hill are filled with PV-arrays placed in a linear structure.
The areas underneath the PV-arrays are filled with wild
grassland, while the slopes in-between the terraces are

Ambition
of PALET

N 0

250

filled with dry heath and birch trees. This landscape
is divided into four different sections by three linear
parks resulting from the technical requirements for the
maximum width of a PV array. The parks are filled with
heath like the slopes, but do not have birch trees, thus
forming sight lines from the top of the hill to the bottom.
Pathways cross these parks to allow hikers and cyclists
to experience the sublime PV parks surrounding them.
Based on the responses from the questionnaire the
terraces were designed in a way as to hide the presence
of PV-panels, only showing them gradually as one moves
along the pathways, creating the sublime experience. In
a similar vein, the fences surrounding PV-parks were
also regarded negatively. However, it is necessary to use
fences due to theft, vandalism and safety. The design
accounts for this by implementing the fences in a smart,
landscape conscious way, hiding them through the use
of vegetation and height differences.
A large PV-module shaped like a sunflower is placed
on the highest terrace and functions as a focal point
and landmark that is visible throughout the area. It
turns following the sun, thus guaranteeing maximum
efficiency and an ever-changing view to the top. Standing
on the highest terrace allows for a wide view over the
surrounding landscape.
Looking down, the wet heath area at the bottom of
the terraced landscape is visible. This landscape is a
continuation of the surrounding landscape, which also
contains many heath areas, allowing a connection for
animals and recreational use. It is fed by water drainage
from the surrounding area, as it is placed at its lowest
point, allowing it to become a wet heath landscape.
Through these interventions this sustainable energy
landscape design repurposes the slagheap by
transforming the existing barrier into a connector for
ecology and recreation, while at the same time meeting
the energy ambition of PALET.

500 m

Power distribution
connection point
Potential site for
implemenintg PV-parks

Figure 119 Conclusive map of potential areas for implementing PV-parks
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Figure 120 The masterplan as an answer of the design question
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